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Faculty men
s,titl ·at head
c>f pay cla.ss
College women underpaid,
outnumbered in Kentucky
By· Dottle Bean
11nd Erk: Gregory
_}!~ral_d_9~~.~~-~iters

.

lli!ll<ll~)icilrt.!99'l:~.Year-.of !hi: Woman,
but you might not have- noticed it· on :some ·
Kentucky university campuses.
• At the University of Kentucky, women made
up less than one-fifth of 1,037 faculty members.
• Faculty women at all of Kentucky's universi- ·
ties received an average of $11,072 less than their
male counterparts, or 77 cents for tvery $1.

• The percentages of women in administrative
jobs at state universities ranged from the University of Louisville's 17 percent to Murray's f,()
percent, ,but the overall average was only 34
percent.
• Average salari• paid to women managers,
administrators and executives at the universities
was 67 percent of the average salary paid to men.
o The percentage of pay gap for women
administrators is widest at Murray State University, where the average salary for women was only
63 percent of the average salary paid to men.
Those are some of the findings from a HeraldLeader computer-as.sisted analysis of personnel
records from all eight state-supported universities.
The analysis dealt with gender, salary and
length of employment It did not differentiate
between men and women in specific departments
and disciplines.
For those reasons, officials at several universities cautioned against drawing conclusions about
pay equity from the averages.
However, they did acknowledge that a significant gap still exists between men and women at
Kentucky's .universities.
"There are a number of reasons for the gap,''
said Norm Snider, of Kentucky's Council on
Please see WOMEN,

WOMEN:
Outnumbered,
underpaid in Ky.
from Page One

The Herald-Leader compiled the statistics for this
story using computeri1.ed personnei records from all eight
universities. The analysis involved 5,723 faculty members
and administrators at the
schools.
The universities provided
.the names, titles, departments, races, sexes and salaries for each employee.· They
also provided the number of
years each employee had ~
employed.
But the figures do not
show how long employees
have been in a particular·
position. Nor do tlie ' data ·
show how much education or
advanced training employees
have. As a result, it was not
possible to check equality for
men and women in the same
jobs with the same expetience.

Higher Education. "Men have been
around /or a longer time and women haven't had enough time to
advance."
The analysis found that, on
average, male faculty members had
been at their universities for nearly
14 years. compared to nearly nine
for women.
Kentucky universities also find
it difficult to attract women and
blacks because salaries are not
competitive with those paid in nearby states.
Snider said another reason for
the gap is because women are not
represented equally in all disciplines at the doctoral level.
"There are very few minorities
or women who get a Ph.D. in math
or engineering and the scienoes," he professor were paid on the average
said.
about 13 percent less than men. In
Meanwhile, in some previously contras~ women in 1975 were paid
male-only areas, such as law and on average 9.2 percent less than
medicine, there are higher percent- men, Gray said.
ages of women than seen in the
At UK, men who are full profespast, Snider said.
sors earn an average of $66,046,
Mary Gray, a mathematics pro- while women of similar rank averfessor at American University and age $58,079 - a 12 percent gap.
a ·national authority on university The difference between men and
gender issues, agreed that women women at the assistant professor
who hold doctorates in engineering level is only $2,151, or a 5 percent
are scarce, and there are not enough gap, in favor of men.
minority faculty in the mathematics
At U of L, the gap for profesand science fields.
However, she disputed that uni- sors is 13 percent.
versities should have a problem
Several university officials said
finding women doctorates in those budget cuts sustained by statefields.
supported universities in the last
"Over 20 percent of the Ph.D.s two years have put a crimp in some
in math go to women," she said, of the efforts to maintain equity.
"and nothing like that percentage
Because of a 10 percent cutback
are hired at major universities."
in
state
funds, no one at UK reOver the last two decades, university women have seen signifi- ceived any salary increases this
cant progress in entry-level posi- year except in unusual circumstances, said Robert Hemenway,
tions, Gray said.
for UK's Lexington cam"If you look at most .colleges chancellor
pus.
and universities, the percentage of
assistant professors who are wom"But we continue to look for
en has gone up quite substantially," inequities and if we find one that is
she said. "Where there has been a problem. we need to correct it as
less progress is moving women up soon as we get the money."
the ranks into associate and full
Denise Fitzpatrick, a spokesprofessorships."
At UK. one-third of the assist- woman for the University of Louisant professors are women, com- ville, said U of L's plans to conduct
pared to only 34 of 407 full profes- a pay equity studv were cut short
by the state budget crunch. So
sors, or 8.3 percent.
addressing
the long-range salary
"Where there has been really no
progress at all is in achieving some issue was postponed.
kind of salary equity for senior
"When you are in a year where
faculty, although the equity for you can't give anybody a raise, it is
junior faculty is really not that awfully hard to address situations
bad," Gray said.
that don't seem equitable," she said.
Nationwide. pay equity has gotFitzpatrick said a previous
ten considerably worse, she said.
study in the 1980s "showed no
A national study in 1990 significant bias against women at
.llll!IWeCL.women
with
the._,-.,rank_,.of
universitv.'' . ... , ... ,;;,.. "'~·,
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Fick a madcap model for ESPN's new coach award
By Mark Maloney
Herald-Leader staff writer

Dick Fick, in his second season as Morehead State men's
basketball coach, hasn't given up
on his Eagles despite an 0-9
record.
"It's not over yet," Fick said
yesterday. "Stay tuned."
Staying tuned is exactly what
ESPN has in mind, too, and the
cable television network figures
Fick can help,
ESPN college basketball analyst Jim Valvano and sportscaster
John Saunders have created a
"Dick Fick Award," named after
the animated coach. Valvano
plans to bestow the award each
week upon a deserving coach,
who through his sideline actions
and demeanor, best illustrates being "into" the game.
The introduction of the award
on Monday featured a shot of the
MSU coach superimposed over
the top section of an Academy
Award "Oscar'' and videotape
highlights of Fick lying prone on
the sidelines at Rupp Arena during the game against Kentucky
last month.
As a result, Fick has become
somewhat of a celebrity. That is a
plus with potential recruits.
"People do pay attention to
things, being on ESPN," Fick
said. "Having Jim Valvano telestrate your body on the floor
wasn't exactly my idea of how I
.was going to attain some fame
one of these days, but I think
(publicity) always helps."
Valvano called Monday afternoon to let him kirow what to
expect, Fick said,
"You want· to be known for
having outstanding basketball
teams and things of that nature,"
Fick said. "Yet, there's obviously

File photo

Morehead State Coach Dick Fick caught ESPN's attention
by going flat out against Kentucky in Rupp Arena.
entertainment value, I thought it
was done extremely well and it
was done, as he said, 'for coaches
who play every play, etcetera.' "

to throw the ball in the bucket,
but I never got to do that. ...
That was one of my goals - the
NCAA-Tournament and then the
Grand Prize Game: ahout the

With tongue in cheek, Fick
proved his verbal entertainment
is a match for his sideline demeanor as he talked about the
ESPN award.

same."

"It wasn't done as a Bozo the
Clown thing," Fick said. "! like
Bozo, by the way. _One of my
favorites. I always wanted to get
·

Fick hopes his players will
throw balls in buckets, too, when
Morehead opens its Ohio Valley
Conference schedule ·Saturday at
Middle Tennessee.

The Associated Press contributed to this article.
THE COURIER-JOURNAL;.FAIDAY, JANUARY 8, 199::

The winner for best animation is ...
ESPN college basketball analyst Jim Valvano and sportscaster John Saunders have
announced the creation of the "Dick Fick
Award," named after the demonstrative
Morehead State coach.
Valvano plans to bestow the award each
week upon a deserving coach who, through
his sideline actions and demeanor, best illustrates being "into" the game.
The introduction of the award this week
featured a shot of Fick superimposed over
the top section of an "Oscar'' - the Academy
Award - with videotape highlights of Fick Rck
lying on his back on the sidelines at Rupp ·
Arena during last month's loss to Kentucky.
Fick has had reason to be flat on )tls back. His team is 0-9 and
300th - last in the nation - in the Sagarin Ratings.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations....:.
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Civil right leader urges review
of enrollment at law schools
Herald-Leader staff report

A civil rights leader yesterday
asked the state Council on Higher
Education to review minority enrollment and failure rates at Kentucky's two largest law schools.
The Rev. Louis Coleman of
Shelbyville said he and other civil
rights leaders are concerned about
the acceptance and failure rates for
black law students at the University of Louisville and the University
of Kentucky.
In a letter to the council and to
the presidents of the two universities, Coleman suggested:
• Hiring more blacks to the
faculties of both universities and
adding more minorities to the
schools' appeals boards.
• Monitoring teachers whose
minority failure rates are high.
• Assigning someone to help

law students at both universities ot the Kentucky Bar Association,
stay in the programs.
said he has asked state Supreme
Coleman said UK's record in Court Chief Justice Robert Stephens
graduating black law students to appoint a task force to study
shows progress - with seven black issues related to minorities and the
graduates from the class of 1990 legal profession.
and eight projected to graduate
The task force would look at the
from the 1991 class.
number of students who apply, who
"But we are concerned about are admitted and who graduate
the front end, how many black from Kentucky's law schools.
students are applying and how
Campbell said fewer than 100 of
many are being accepted," he said.
the
7,500 state bar association memAt U of L, he said, there was
concern about both the acceptance bers who practice law in Kentucky
are black.
and the failure rates.
"This concerns me greatly; we
Joe Bill Campbell, chairman of
the Council on Higher Education have to do better in this state " he
'
said he shares Coleman's concerns' said.
since the number of black laJ
UK President Charles Wethingstudents also affects the number of
ton
declined yesterday to respond
black lawyers practicing in Kento
Coleman's
comments. His countucky.
terpart at U of L, Donald Swain,
Campbell. who also is president could not be reached for comment.
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First of many
Maggie Collins fakes advantage of
opportunities offered by MSU center
When Maggie Collins received her degree from Morehead State University on Saturday, it not only marked a
milestone for her personally
but also for the· educational
opportunities available in
this community.
By taking courses at Ashland Community College and
Morehead State University's
Ashland Area Extended Campus, Collins became the first
person to earn a bachelor's
degree without leaving town.
Many more are likely to follow her lead.
While Ashland does not
have a four-year college, Ashland Community College and
Morehead State University
have worked together to
make it possible to earn undergraduate degrees in some
fields without the added expense of tajdng classes on
distant college campuses.
Collins earried her degree in
accounting. It also is possible
to earn degrees in business
administration, elementary
education and nursing by
taking classes in Ashland.
Like many other students ·
at ACC and the MSU center,
Collins did not begin serious
pursuit of a college degree
until years after she com-

The
Ashland
Community
College-Morehead State
University connection
provides excellent
opportunities for area
people to work at their
own pace toward their
degrees.
pleted high school. In fact,
she earned it 18 years after
graduating from St. Albans
(W.Va.) High School. What
differentiates Collins from
most of her fellow students is
that she is confined to a
wheelchair as a result of injuries suffered in a 1984 traffic accident.
As this area undergoes difficult changes in its economy, many people are seeking
to improve their level of education and their job skills.
Because of family obligations, work commitments or
limited finances, some cannot attend college in a regular campus setting. The ACCMSU connection provides excellent opportunities for
them to work at their own
pace toward their degrees.

Universities,
~olleges report
~rowth slowed
rrend general
tcross state
y MARK

R.

CHELLGREN

HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

l'llANl<POl!T - The' hoom
cars of double-digit growth in
1rollments at Kentucky col,ges and universities appear
, be over. In some cases the
~aso11s an• designed: in oth·s decried.
Figures released by the
ounril on Higher Education
uesclay showed total cmroll1ent during Ill<' fall l!m2 se1ester at public and inclepen.!nl colleges ancl univl'rsitics
·e11· hy barely O.G percent
,mparccl with the fitll of 1991.
TbPre wen• 181.152 people
trolled in HlH2. compared
ith IB0.07fl students last year.
nrollment at community colges ,11.•as stronger. but not the
uge increases sPen rf'cently.

Institutions in nortllC'astern
entuckr rellc>ctc•cl the slower
·011·th
or loss - · pattern of
IC' n•st of' the state.

i\shlancl Community Col•gl's !1.li percent increase in

111-timl' r,quivalcncies was
1st abo\"P tlw G percent aver-

~Ps for :ill c·ommunity col·~1's.

Morehead State University
grew by 0.7 percent, compared
with 0.9 percent for all Kentucky universities.
Kentucky Christian College
saw enrollment drop 2.8 pern•nt. while other small and inclcpenclcmt colleges recorded
an average loss of 4.6 percent
f'rom last year.
In contrast. total higher education enrollment has grown
hy :l7.9 percent since the fall of

1nm>.
Gary Cox. executive director
of the Council on Higher Educat ion. saicl the enrollment figures clo not necessarily reflect
any less interest among prospPct ive students.
"I guess it's fundamentally
more a function of economics
aml u11h,·0rsities limiting their
offerings based on budgets,"
Cox said.
For example, the enrollment
at till! University of Kentucky's community colleges
has more than doubled since
lfJH·I. but grew by only 4.3 percent from 1991 to 1992.
But UK officials say community colleges actually restricted enrollment because of
budget restraints.
"They just didn't have the
f'ac:ilities and the teachers,"
I.II, spokesman Bernie Vonderlwidt• said.
Th<' c.:eneral. Fune! ap·
propriat ion fo1· higher ec\uc:ation was actually cut by 1.6
pprc•1•11t this yenr. the first

such rc•al cut in funding in
historv.

rectly from high school and
from adults who are returning
to school.
At Prestonsburg Community
College enrollment grew by 2.4
percent, even though the
freshman class had 53.1 percent fewer students than a
. year earlier.

!\CC President Charles Dassanc:c said his school offered
fewer classes this year because of financial cutbacks.
He said that hard economic
times may be responsible for
some of that growth, because
people who have lost long-time
jobs are going back to school
Morehead State Universitv
to seek new careers.
had the highest freshmai1
Dassance said he doesn't be- jump from last year among
lieve economics is keeping state universities. Registrar
Gene Ranvier attributed that
needy students out of college.
to the school's expanded re"l like to think that people cruiting effort in eastern Kenwith the greatest financial tucky.
need can still get aid and attend, ancl I hope that's the
"l think that growth speaks
case," he said. "But part-time to the image of the universtudcmts who don't qualify for sity," he said.
aid may be strained finanRanvier said that MSU encially just to take a course or
rollment
was Jim itcd by the
two. and that worric?s me."
same type of class cutting that
He said internal studies went on at ACC.
show that ACC is getting higher numbers of stuclPnts cli-

Joh1i 1,. Dundon. executive
vice president at Kentucky
Christian. said the 2.8 percent
drop in student enrollment
there was anticipated during
budget preparation.
Dundon said hard economic
times may be holding down
some students who want to get
a Christian college education.
Unlike secular schools that
have a strong part-time enrollment. 99 percent of KCC's students are full-time.
Cox said another factor is
the smaller number of high
school graduates coming out
of Kentuckv's secondary
schools. That· is reflected in
the :; fll'!'l'<'llt dt•cline in the

number of first-time freshmen
on Kentucky campuses.
At the same time, the number of nontraditional students
- those age 25 or older - has
grown to make up 34.6 percent
of the total undergraduate enrollment.
GEORGE WOLFFORD, senior

news writer for The Daily
Independent, contributed
information to this story.
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U of L failing short
in battle to hire,
retain black. faculty
By NINA WALFOORT
Staff Writer
Each year, as regular as fa~ reg!stration and spring break, Uruvers1ty
of Louisville administrators restate
their commitment to increasing the
number of African-American profes-

sors on campus.
In 1990, President Donald Swain
emphasized his commitment with a
seven-page "special initiative" and
backed it with $200,000 a year to
spend on recruiting and retention.
Still the percentage of black faculty at' U of L remains unchan_ged.
While nearly every other state umversity increased its percentage, U of L's
has hovered at 3 percent since 1987.
"I'm chagrined," said Provost Wallace v. Mann Jr.. who is in charge of
implementing Swain's 1990 initiative.
"This isn't satisfactory."
The goal for U of L, set blf the state
Council on Higher Education, 1s to
have a faculty that is 5 percent black
by fall 1994. That would require adding about 20 blacks to the 35 now on
the faculty.
Mann said U of L's efforts have
been hindered by state funding cutbacks and a rash of retirements and
departures.
But an examination of several recent departures and recruiting efforts
shows that more could have been
done.
Departures have been particularly
damaging to U of L's progress. From
1989 to 1992, Mann said, 10 African
Americans left.
While most departures were
inevitable. at least two might
have been avoided.
Bill Lathon, who resigned from
the schools of music and education
in 1989 and now is semi-retired,
·said U of L made virtually no effort
to keep him. And Faye Harrison,
who left U of L for the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville, believes the
anthropology department's efforts
to keep her were lackluster.
Lathon, who taught music education and voice, resigned because of
what he perceived as unequal and
at times insulting treatment, and he
is bitter about administrators' ambivalence toward his resignation.
He said he resented being asked on
several occasions to sing at faculty
parties, because it placed_ him in the
role of being an entertamer, not a
colleague.
·
He believes that he was hired in
1969 in the School of Music as a token black and that his status im- -A
proved little over his 20-year tenure.

At U of L, he said, "blacks are treated like second-class citizens."
Harrison was satisfied with her
treatment during her six years at
U of L - until she got an attractive
offer from Knoxville. "My impression was it was not a priority with
them to retain me/' she said.
"Knoxville was a better situation,
but if U of L had responded quickly
and had shown that I was an asset
and there was room for further professional growth ... I don't know if
I would have left."
Administrators in both cases said
they did not remember specifics of
these resignations but said they
made ~ignificant efforts to retain
the professors.
One who didn't get away was law
Professor Michael Jordan, the only
black teacher in the law school.
When he was considering an offer
from Ohio State last year, U of L
gave him a raise, using money from
the $200,000 recruiting and retention fund. "It's always nice to know
you are loved," Jordan said.
Fierce competition
Now, as the hiring season moves
into high gear, administrators and
search committees are once again
turning their attention to bringing
minorities on board.
Competition is fierce for qualified
African Americans because other
universities and private employers
also are trying to add minorities.
In recruiting, too, U of L's efforts
have been mixed.
In cases where it
recruited aggressively, made early
offers and accom,
modated
special
needs, it was likely
to be successful.
The School of
Educatio11 was able
to lure John M. Dillard away from
Texas A & M two
years ago, for in-

stance, with an early offer and a
chairmanship
in
educational and
counseling psychology.
However, April Cherry, who was
recruited by law schools at Louisville and Florida State University
last year, got away. She rejected
U of L in part because the department wouldn't assure her the same
courses each year, so that she

service of the Office of Media Relations-

would have to spend less time preparing her classes and have more

time for research.
She liked the larger black academic community in Tallahassee,
but with guaranteed course assignments, she might have opted for
U of L, she said.
Law School Dean Donald Burnett
Jr. said he can never guarantee assignments, and he believes the
school made its best possible offer
to Cherry.
The competition for Cynthia Jackson, one of a handful of African
Americans nationwide to get a doctorate in accounting in 1991, is one
U of L could not have won. Jackson
said she chose the University of
Houston over U of L - and nine
other schools that offered her jobs
- because she liked the area and
access to a larger city. U of L, she
said, "was a very hospitable place.
It was simply the location."
'Growing vour own•
Because the · competition for
qualified candidates is so intense,
U of L is working harder to develop
its own pipeline of African-American doctoral candidates - a process
sometimes called "growing your
own."
Much of the special $200,000
fund will likely be used to subsidize
the graduate education of promising
African Americans. About half a
dozen have been hired as lecturers
and instructors while they lay the
groundwork - taking exams and
preparatory classes and making
contacts - to get their doctoral degrees.
Ricardo Caldwell, who was teaching accounting in Tulsa, Okla., before Provost Mann brought him to
U of L, is still mulling whether he
wants to get his doctorate in business - at U of L's expense. He said
he loves teaching - he's been a
teacher at the college level for 13
years - but doesn't relish the prospect of spending two years or more
buried in books earning subsistence
wages.
"I don't know if I want to do a lot
of research in the long run."
Charles Sharp is another potential doctoral student being cultivated by U of L. After Sharp lost his
job with RJ. Reynolds in WinstonSalem, N. C., U of L brought him in
to teach at the School of Business

despite unimpressive scores on his
graduate admission exam.
Sharp retook the test and taught
at U of L while waiting for the new
scores, which were very good. He is
now in a five-year doctoral program
in marketing at the University of
Wisconsin. He said Business School
Dean Robert Taylor and the associate dean were very helpful in getting him into the program, and he
would consider returning to U of L
when he finishes his doctorate.
,1,,101.:.:1.: ...::.

. .:-,. : . I .

"They believed in me when no
one else would," Sharp said. "It's
very possible that I will end up right
back at U of L."
Mann is optimistic that U of L will
reach the 5 percent goal by the fall
of 1994. He said he intends to work
more closely with deans ·and department heads, urging them to make it
clear to search committees that
finding African Americans is paramount. Producing results will be
considered in department administrators' evaluations.
Mann said he also will continue
to seek promising blacks for the
junior faculty program and will do
everything possible to retain blacks
already on the faculty. "This is the
No. I priority for me."

AFRICAN-AMERICAN FACULTY
Chart_ shows the number and percentage of AfricanAmencan faculty at each university.
School

1987

1991

Black

Black

laculty
EKU
7 (1.1%)
KSU
32 (31.4)
Morehead 4 (1.4)
Murray.
9 (2.4)
NKU
6 (2.0)
UK
22 (1.5)
Uof L
28 (3.1)
WKU
10 ·(1.9)

faculty
10 (1.6%)
33 (30.3)
7 (2.1)
9 (2.5)
13 (3.6)
35 (2.3)
31 (3.0)
16 (3.0)

1994
Goal
3.9%
40.0
3.9
3.9
4.2
2.8
5.0
2.8

5_0URCE: Kentucky Council on Higher Education
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Some students
say departuure
of Simmons
chills seminary
By MARK E. McCORMICK, Staff Writer
The Rev. Jana Knight is studying to become a hospital chaplain. So when her professor at Louisville's
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary showed a
video in class last month graphically portraying sex
between a paraplegic woman and her husband, she
was not outraged.
On the contrary, she said. "I was pleased to find
out that there were resources like this" that a chaplain could use in counseling disabled patients.
Knight and others who saw the video in Professor
Paul Simmons' "Church and Sexuality" class said
the video was suitable for students learning to be
pastoral counselors.
·
But four of the roughly 90 students who saw the
film filed a formal protest, prompting a review by
school administrators that culminated in Simmons'
announcing his early retirement Wednesday.
The four students who complained about the video
could not be reached for comment.
Simmons' departure ends his battle with theologically conservative seminary trustees who have
sought his removal for several years.
Some students and faculty considered Simmons'
ouster an escalation of an assault on academic freedom at the seminary.
And they say that, as in the case of the video, it is
conservative students, as much as the trustees, who
are threatening that freedom.
Simmons is at least the ninth professor since 1991
to leave or announce plans to leave in the face of
criticism from conservatives who now control the
Southern Baptist Convention and
the seminary's board of trustees.
Since 1989, the trustees have swung
the seminary, long considered the
cradle of moderate Southern Baptist
thinking, to the right - for example, requiring new faculty to "reflect
a clear evangelical orientation" in
their view of the Bible.
Many of the departing faculty decried the diminishing of freedom,
but seminary President Roy L. Honeycutt said the video controversy
brought the administration's first
involvement in classroom matters,
and he said that came only after
students filed charges against Simmons.
David Allred, a second-year ·student from Knoxville, Tenn., said
students no longer have a voice at
the school unless they complain
about something or someone that
the trustees already dislike.

"We need not speak unless our
words coincide with the establishment," he said. "The seminary lost
another battle in the war for free
education.''
Rick Forest, a master's candidate
from Clarksville, Tenn., called the
classroom atmosphere oppressive.
"There was a perceived lack of
tolerance from new students," he
said, adding that some students
would ask antagonistic questions
that showed a lack of respect for
professors.
Some students said they had
heard other students say they
couldn't wait for the opportunity to
confront Simmons in class and attack his ideas.
, Senior Amanda Hiley, pastor of
Bewleyville Baptist Church in
Breckinridge County, said Simmons
wanted students to learn to think
for themselves and to think critically about various issues, but she said
the way Simmons was treated
makes it appear that the trustees
don't value that.
Dr. Gerald Keown, associate professor of Old Testament and president of the faculty association, said
he thinks the classroom remains a
place where the professor is able to
speak freely within the boundaries
of contractual agreements.
Nevertheless, he said Simmons'
departure doesn't bode well.
"Many of us (on the faculty) have
to have some apprehension that
what has in the past applied to him
may in the future apply more broadly," he said. "I would like to find a
way to have hope in the future. That
would depend on responsible action
on the part of the trustees, and that
doesn't appear to be forthcoming."
Simmons, who was also under
fire for his advocacy of abortion
rights and his
tolerance regarding homosexuality, cited
"years of scrutiny" and "intense harassment" by trustees as reasons
Simmons:
for his early reCited ''years
tirement.
of scrutiny"
The shift to
and "Intense
the right was
harassment."
manifest in the
form of intolerance for dissent and
heavy-handedness in dealing with
dissenters, he said.
But Honeycutt said he does not
feel that type of environment exists
at the seminary. "We haven't gotten
involved in classroom teaching or
writing," he said.

Honeycutt said the seminary's
leaders had met . the challenge of
maintaining its integrity and openness while upholding its responsibility to the larger community. "As
far as we are concerned, the issue is
resolved," he said.
The Rev. Jerry Johnson, a pastor
in Aurora, Colo., and one of Simmons' most vocal critics on the
board of trustees, said he didn't believe Simmons had been harassed
in the least.
"The only intolerance that there
has been has been an intolerance
for a pro-choice position," Johnson
said. "There were no other ethics
teachers who were pro-choice.
There wasn't one.
"Trying to make him accountable
for what he had written and said is
harassment to him."
Johnson said that what has been
lost in discussion about academic
freedom has been the issue of academic responsibility.
"There is a big difference between showing the video to a husband and wife, and showing it to a
mixed-gender class of 80," he said.
"I just don't think it's appropriate. It
was way out of line."
But eight students who saw the
film told The Courier-Journal that
Simmons handled the topic in a professional manner and said they
were outraged that his integrity had
been questioned because he showed
it to them.
Simmons announced in advance
that he would be showing the film
and told the class about its explicit
nature the day before, students said.
The video also had been shown on
campus previously without objection, Simmons said.
Students said Simmons also invited a doctor and a chaplain to sit in
while the video was shown and gave
the class ample opportunity to discuss its content.
Brad Bull, a December graduate
from Talbott, Tenn., who saw the
video, said no one in the class made
any negative comments during the
discussion period. He said that he
was frustrated that students who
were given the opportunity to express their .views openly chose to do
so surreptitiously. He said they "did
not have the courage to confront
Dr. Simmons face to face."
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Professor says home ec college
at UK discriminates against men
criminated against because of a
perception that the College of
Another University of Ken- Human and Environmental Scirucky professor has sued UK for ences is a "female college."
sex discrimination, but this time,
Flashman, who could not be
it's a man.
reached for comment, also claims
Robert Flashman, the profes- he is being retaliated against for
"whistle-blowing," or alleging
sor, is an extension agent in the wrongdoing by his employer. He
College of Human and Environ- 1
·
I
mental Sciences, formerly known l3S wntte"! many etters over the
as the College of Home Econom- years to raise questions about the
,
,
legalities of administrative proceics.
dures at UK.
Flashman alleges in his suit
He is asking for compensation
that the discrimination is part of a for embarrassment and humiliapattern within that college of lion and damages for loss of
paying lower salaries than in wages. He did not ask for a
other UK colleges. The suit al- specific amount
leges that the pay is lower beFlashman is represented by
cause the school is composed Tim Philpo~ the Lexington attarprimarily of women.
ney who successfully sued UK in
But Flashman also says that the Dr. Donald Douglas case.
men within the college are dis- Douglas is a black physician who
The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky Saturday, January 9, 1993
By Virginia Anderson

Herald-Leader staff writer

said that he was dropped from
the orthopedic residency program
at the UK College of Medicine
because he is black and that he
was retaliated against for making
accusations of discrimination.
Philpot said yesterday that he
recognizes Flashman's claim is
differen~ but tliat it still has
merit.
"The statute that protects
equal pay based on sex doesn't
just protect females," he said.
"Obviously, it's unusual, but it's
one of those ones where it's worth
it"
He did not know whether this
is the first time a man has filed a
sex discrimination suit in Kentucky.
Philpot also is representing
two women physicians who are
suing UK for sex discrimination.

Area legislators get choice posts
By SUSAN WARREN
INDEPENDENT FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - Eastern
Kentucky won two subcommittee chairmanships and a
new seat on the House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee on Friday as lawmakers completed their organizational session.
"'Eastern Kentucky fared extremely well."' said House Majority Leader Greg Stumbo, DPrestonsburg. who earlter m
the week won re-election to
his post without opposition.
The new House leadership
tapped Rep. Russell Bentley,
D-Topmost. to chair the Budget Review Subcommittee on
Economic Development. Natural Resources and Tourism.
and Rep. Paul' Mason. DWhitesburg. to head the subcommittee on Human Resources.
In addition. Rep. Rocky Adkins. D-Sandy Hook. won a
seat on the powerful budget
committee.
"'Th is gives our region of
the state a good chance to
have a say in the budget process:· Adkins said.
·
He also retained his seat on
the economic development
subcommittee.

Republicans also improved
their positions under the new
House leadership. which adhered to a rule giving the GOP
proportional representat10n on
committees. The rule had been
largely ignored.
.
"'The majority leadership
has sent a loud, clear signal
that a new day has dawned in
this commonwealth," Minority
Leader Tom Jen sen of London
said in a floor speech.
· Jensen noted tltat the newly
constructed committees reflected as closely as possible
the 28 percent Republican

membership in the House. The
· change spoke "volumes about
your commitment to fairness,"
he told new Speaker Joe Clarke, D-Danville.
Ashland Rep. Don Farley
was one of the Republicans
pleased with his committee assignments. Farley was named
a vice chairman of the Economic Development Committee, on which he had not previously served.
"I feel like economic development is very important for
the Ashland area because of
the loss of jobs," Farley said.
He added that he hoped the
committee assignment would
put him 'in a position to bring
inore J"obs to the AshlandCatlettsburg area."
Mason's elevation to chairman of the Human Resources
subcommittee was supported
by Rep. Marshall Long, whom
Mason succeeded in the post.
Members of the new House
Democratic leadership team
headed by Clarke took two
days to agree on Long, DShelbyville, to take over the
reigns of the budget panel.
The selection of Long,
Mason and Bentley were intertwined, with Stumbo exerting
his influence on behalf of the
eastern Kentuckians.
The chairmanship of the
Budget Review Subcommittee

on Economic Development,
Natural Resources and Tourism had been expected to go to
Rep. Charles Geveden, DWickliffe, when Rep. Larry
Clark, D-Louisville, left it to
become speaker pro tern.
However, Geveden was not a
member of the committee.
And, while Clark gave up the
chair, he refused to leave the
committee. Thus, there was no
vacancy for Geveden to fill.
d s
The situation allowe
tumbo to hold out for Bentley as
chairman, in exchange for
Stumbo's support for Long as
chairman of A&R. Stumbo's
became the third vote Long
. needed in the House leadership to become budget committee chairman.
"You don't have any idea
how difficult it is to make all
100 of you happy," the new
speaker told House members
after the committee assignments were handed out.
He urged members to let
him know if they were unhappy, 'because what we want
over the next two years is the
most efficient and effective
House of Representatives the
people of ·the commonwealth
can possibly have."
Lawmakers are scheduled to
return to Frankfort Feb. 1 for
-a special session to enact a
legislative ethics bill.
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UK professor files sex-bias suit
LEXINGTON, Ky. -A professor has filed a sex-discrimination lawsuit against the University of Kentucky, claiming a pattern of lower
pay for people in the College of Human and Environmental Sciences.
In his suit, Robert Flashman says the pay is lower in his college than
elsewhere at UK because the college is composed primarily of women.
Flashman is an extension agent in the College of Human and Environmental Sciences, formerly the College of Home Economics.
He also says that men within the college are discriminated against
because of a perception that it is a "female college."
Flashman, who could not be reached for comment, also claims he is
being retaliated against for "whistle-blowing," or alleging wrongdoing
by his employer. He has written many letters over the years to raise
questions about the legality of administrative procedures at ~ .
He is asking for compensation for embarrassment and humiliation
.. .,,-t ,-1,.....,,.,rQ,:o f,.. .. lnc-C" nf ~~•.,,r,,.,:- 'h,,t rl~-' ..,,..., .....,,.,..;"• ,...., "'lmn11"'t

Prestige U. no place for teacher wanting to teach
By Bert ~- Hornback

I

have just completed my first
semester on the faculty at Bellarmine College. For the past few
years, I taught at a prestigious uni-

versity.

The University of Michigan wasn't a
prestigious university when I signed my
first contract in
1962; it was a real
university. The faculty learned and
taught. The administration didn't even
fill a building.
But Michigan
now is a genuinely
prestigious university, so I have n:ioved
to Bellarmine.
When I entered
teaching, I did so
Hornback
because I wanted to
leach. I wanted to be a scholar, too, and
write books - which I have done, and
continue to do.
But my main ambition was to teach. I
set out consciously to dedicate my life to
thoughtful inquiry, the pursuit of knowledge and the enlargement of human understanding. I believed in education and

hoped to help build a world founded on
the idea of decent, humane and meaningful education. I figured that we could
make a better world. And I assumed that
by teaching at a university like the University of Michigan, I could help us along
toward that goal.
I don't think I wasted my time, but
Michigan wasted me, used me, wore me
down. I tried to work against the tide of
academic hypocrisy, mediocrity, administrative bloat and what is called "research."
But I was finally overwhelmed.
The University of Michigan is now a
place where undergraduate education is
an utter sham, where mediocrity is congratulated, where administration costs
more than teaching, where "research" is a
confidence game played with taxpayers'
dollars. What was once a distinguished
university has become a vulgar combination of Tool-Box Tech and M-Mart.
To save myself, I left. I was offered a
position at University College in Dublin,
and taught there, for a term; but Dublin is
too far away from my family. The next
year, I was invited to join the faculty at
one of the University of California campuses - but that would have been more
Michigan than Michigan. Luckily, I was
offered a third choice: Bellarmine.
My parents live in Bowling Green, so

moving to Louisville had a special appeal.
But the reason I chose Bellarmine was
that it is a good school, where people seem
to take education seriously.
To be sure, some - maybe many, or
even most - of our students don't study
enough, but that's probably true everywhere. At Bellarmine, however, we are at
least committed to working against such
laziness. Our students can learn.
On average, they aren't as good as
Michigan's students, though my best Bellarmine students are as bright as my best
at Michigan. Bellarmine's students aren't
as sophisticated as Michigan's; but if they
are willing to !_earn, they will fare better
than the average Michigan student.
There is nothing mediocre about Bel,
larmine. It does what it does well. It
doesn't provide instruction in Latin or
Greek or Chinese or Sanskrit. It doesn't
offer degrees in cellular and molecular
biology, or astrophysics. But despite the
limited curriculum, the best of Bellarmine's students will learn as much as they
could at Michigan or any other large and
prestigious university.
Michigan has, at latest count, 178 vice
presidents, vice provosts and deans of
various sizes, none of whom teaches; in
1991, the university announced - seemingly without embarrassment - that it

spends more on administration than on
teaching. Bellarmine has four vice presidents and two deans. Last term, two of the
vice presidents taught, as did both deans.
At Michigan, the professorial staff in
the biology department averaged teaching
eight-tenths of one course each last year.
In my own department - touted by the
administration as an example of the great
university's serious dedication to undergraduate education - the average professorial teaching assignment was only 1.2
courses per term, in classes of 45 students
each.
The justification for my colleagues'
not teacliing,_of course, was that they were
doing important "research." At Bellarmine, everybody teaches four classes. A
big class has 30 students.
In the months after my announcement
that I was leaving Michigan, I discovered
17 senior faculty members who also wanted out. Some were actively seeking positions elsewhere; a few planned early retirement. All were serious, dedicated teachers.
Many were first-rate researchers.. Three
asked whether I thought there might be
room for them at Bellarmine.
Education in America is a disaster. We
spent more money on schools and colleges
than anybody in the world - and get
alm.ost nothing in return. In state-support-

ed universities, young people are herded
like cattle into large lecture courses, shuffled through a quick curriculum by academic administrators, and turned loose to
join our thoughtless, valueless, uneducated world.
Like so much else in American life,
education and the dedication to thought
and value that are the goals of education
are undermined by our interest in prestige.
Prestige: That's a word we derive from the
Latin praesligium, which means "deceit,
trickery, illusion."
Throughout its history in the English
language, prestige has been a bad thing.
But we accept bad things these days, it
seems; and we value prestige. We will
take the image, even if we know it's a lie.
Enough lies. Enough trickery and deceit. Enough prestige. Michigan is a prestigious university. Bellarmine is real.
From what I have seen, my colleagues
at Bellarmine are committed to the same
enterprise: learning. And genuine learning
is a worthy, honorable, useful enterprise to
which one can devote one's life.

Bert G. Hornback is a professor of
humanities at Bellarmine College in Louisville.
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Eastern title hopes dip with loss
of Maye on eve of league opener
By DAVE KOERNER
Staff Writer
Before yesterday, there were three major
questions about Kentucky's entries in the
Ohio Valley Conference basketball race,
which will begin tonight with a full slate of
four games:
I. Is Eastern Kentucky, indeed, a title
contender?
2, Can Murray State earn a record sixth
straight championship?
3, Should Morehead State, at 0-9 and arguably the worst team in NCAA Division I,
be written off?
But Eastern's recently resurrected title
hopes might have been dealt a severe setback yesterday when starting center Eric
Maye, a 6-foot-7 sophomore out of Jeffersontown High School, was suspended from
school.
He will appeal the·decision before u~~ersity officials Monday and could be ehgtble
for that night's game at Middle Tennessee.
But coach Mike Calhoun doesn't think
Maye will regain his eligibility.
"He was required to make a 2.0 (gradepoint average) last semester, and he didn't
do it," Calhoun said. "But the real problem
is that he dug himself a tremendous hole
(academically)."
Maye played in only nine ga~es last se~son, averaging less than one pomt. But this
season he was averaging 8.2 points and 6.6
rebounds and may have been the key reason for Eastern's unexpected showing.
"This is a real blow to the team, because
he was one of the guys who was adapting,
learning and developing within the style of
play we wanted," said Calhoun, in his first
year as Eastern's head coach. "He had been
a tremendous surprise.
"He plays extremely well within himself
and is so daggone team-oriented. He does
all the grunt work. He's the point on our
press. He rebounds. He sets picks. He
makes the extra pass. He goes after loose
balls.
"Between the lines, there's nobody in the
20 years I've been involved with in coaching
who has worked so hard. But he's just academically lazy - and I don't use that term

with criticism."
Calhoun said Maye does not want to
transfer and would have two years of eligibility if reinstated.
Maye likely will be replaced by 6-9 W'dliam Holmes, a junior college transfer who
has played in four games, averaging
three points and two rebounds.
Eastern also could be without
leading scorer John Allen (14.4) tonight at Tennessee Tech. The 6-7
junior forward has the flu.
Eastern lost three 1,000-point career scorers in Mike Smith, Jamie
Ross and Kirk Greathouse and was
picked by coaches and sports information directors to finish fourth behind Murray, Middle and Tech.
However, the play of Maye and
freshman guard Brad Divine, along
with veteran leadership from Allen
and senior guard Chris Brown! put
Eastern in the title hunt.
The Colonels (4-5) dropped three
straight games but looked sharp in
an 82-73 loss at No. 2 Kentucky and
maintained that spirited play and
precision three days later to defeat
Eastern Michigan. EKU also won at
Howard.

Calhoun said he is not surprised
Ballard and transfer Kelly Wells;
by his team's play and noted, "I
Ballard, from North Bullitt Hig}.t;
think we have as good a chance as
averaged 6.5 points and four re.,.
anybody in the league."
bounds last season but is sidelined
Tech coach Frank Harrell said
with a respiratory problem.
_
Eastern's improvement makes the
Wells, a 6-7 swingman who trans-·
league race even more wide open.
ferred from Tulsa, led Rowan Coun•
"I didn't think with all of their
ty to three straight Sweet 16 appear:
key player losses that they would be
ances and played on the Kentucky
so improved," he added,
All-Star team. But he missed nine
Harrell puts Eastern ahead of his
weeks with knee injuries.
11
own team in the league race, right
There are some games where we
behind Murray.
play 20 to 25 minutes of champion"Murray is still the team to beat,"
ship basketball," Fick said, "but
he said. "Until someone knocks
when we lose it, we lose it."
.·
them off, you have to list them as
The Eagles, who were picked to
the favorite."
flni;Sh fifth, have lost by 66 points t~
Murray (5-5) is having little trouWnght State at home, where they.
ble adjusting to life without twowere 6-2 in league games last seatime OVC Player of the Year Popeye
son. Morehead is ranked 300th and
Jones. The Racers, who struggled to
last among NCAA Divison I teams
a 4-10 start last season, sport a
in the Sagarin Ratings.
three-game winning streak and
"What's happened to Morehead is
I have notched impressive victories at
puzzling," Harrell said. "But they
Ole Miss and Evansville.
have too many good people not to
"The Ole Miss win will get them a
get better."
lot of recognition," Harrell said.
"Evansville, to me, probably is more
important because Evansville was
picked at the top of their league (the
Midwestern Collegiate)."
Those victories show that Murray
still has what it takes to win on the
road, where it was an impressive 53 in league play last season. That
could bode well for a good ·OVC
start for the Racers, who will visit
Austin Peay tonight and Tennessee
State on Monday.
"The schedule does not favor us
to start out," said Murray coach THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1993
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In 20th Year

at ACC
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lards, a retir~ ACC
sp
ofessor who s back
'o n l ty full time this se,me . , ~ l~ds yice's budgeting
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At Ashland )
Community CoUege, _in com_-_~,
t'nunity organizat10ns he;,\l
works with, in his chµrch\~
Bill Vice is known as a •man
who can take care of'tanything.
,,
That was how family. and :'(
friends perceived . him , l l
years ago, standing strong
through the death of his wife, ;
Helen, from cancer1, andi !h~t
task of raising their ·three·a
children by himself.
But Vice said looks were
deceiving in that case._ .
,:,:f.;'1i.A.' all right until two
.w~elts_: ~erward. then i.~ hit1
ifyr. J WO ., years of hell, he
.'~f\}d.~- ~lly struggled fo a {
p)')Up)tof years and did a lot I
gf~·re~ing, looking for ap~·~
~11 $wksJ t,thi:: spkitual level~,} 'i
-h~d)o,XM~~ the feeling th~t '
sq_Itj~fo~t like that couldnJJ.
happ~~t~:,AlU'.9,,~~. let alone.>.
\/;tn.e. ·'; ) ~•,1?';l,,1•.i,,~·-~~r~ ..
i ;.~
':i :,: Vic~:s<{idfh\;-came out of~
"1ttiat : orileal:Yit olstered
im his ..
· faitit 'in-!}od. :i 1 ~- . ' ·
"J beiieve that God doesn't
, give us wnati.. w~d~~~rv~; ·he:
1l g1ves·' us-=\~ha~e·"tleed,"' he
said. "That's the basis of my
value system.
"It's not just where I am
~•on Sunday morning . It's
~ what I'm doing the. other f62 '
hours a week."
At the college, where Vice
has been associate director 1
. '..f or the past 20 years. he's
known as a gifted administrator, a compassionate
friend to students and a te=lentless worker.
, ,-.
"He's the first there and last
to leave," said Fred Long, a
member of the ACC Advisory
Board. "I don't think 'dedicated' is a strong-enough word
for his work ethic."
"A 60- or 70-hour week is
not unusual for Bill," says Dr.
Robert Goodpaster , former
ACC director and the man
wh11.fiired Vice.

j
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: · . . really super knowl- .
ed
-~.·• Sowards said. "He
knowsi the budget backward
and forward and can manhandle a comp'-lter.' When ,,~t1
comes to math, he's a super
whiz."
•..
,
, ~
1
Vice is just .as valuable'' as a
sounding board and confidant,
a person to bounce _ide.,lS~~fli
of. Sowards sa\d. : ,1~ ~ 1
~i.J
1
"He's very,! ,\V~Jilfla,
,iSt<>P~
s iderate~J?'i!lirig~tq;.~
'.llste~r~e1
won't always give ·you ~n an-·
swer, but he'll \talk to ,you so.
you have to come up with
your own answer --r.r he starts
you thinking," Sowards said. • ft
Vice started his career as a
high-school agriculture teacher, and said it took some adjusting to make th~ ,switcp to ~
'administration. , '~\I !.'l ~ : i
''Next to photosynthesis, ·•
learning is the most important
process, but I've had to look at
learning from another level," ..
.he said.
· Dr. Charles Dassance, who
became ACC president last
summer, said Vice has been a
"critical cog iri setting the direction this institution has
taken, and its successes."
Vice acknowledged that his
own values helve gone into
·shapingthecollege'sdirection.
. in recent years ACC has fo·cused more and more on nontraditional students, on displaced homemakers and laidoff workers. Enrollment of female students has increased
300 percent since Vice &rrived,
and many more students fall
into sophomore classifi'Jation,
indicating they are staying
with the program.
Wanda Bradley, who first
worked with Vice as a student
and later through her position
·as Armco Steel Co.'s training
coordinator, praised his attention to individual students.
"He goes the extra mile, for
'the student, for Armco. He absolutely cares what happens to
each person individually," she
said.

Vice has no trouble empathizing because he came from
a background similar to that
of many ACC students.
He was raised in rural Bath
County at a time when money
was scarce.
: "We may have known"p~~-.,
erty but thank 'k6odrtess no '
[one 'ever told me about it," he

.
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He worked his way through
Berea College, a nd later
earned graduate degrees, in' cluding a doctorate from Ohio
State Un iversity.
• ·Goodpaster discovered Vice
, wqrking with the University
of Kentucky and l}eptucky Department of Educ;ftion.
Vice said his · background
. growing up in lean times has
helped him ·get mpre. Qllt of ~e
college's resources ? : and his
own.
4 •
';If I have it,~J'll spend it,"
he said. " When I'm gone I
' want it said 'fspent it all."'
He has been, active in the
church that has })elped sustain
~ him - First Baptist in Ash•
rland . .Pastor Bill/t~~sser said
' Vice '" has been , Vfllhng do to
whatever our church asked of
him. He has been chairman of
our. deacons and is current cochairtn!n of_ th~ µdget/fi- ·
,1 nance committeer-He's been
director of our sdnday school
and a teacher in the adult department."
Wanda Oliver of Sandy
Hook, who serves on the
FIVCO Services Agency board
Vice has chaired s ince its inception, said he h as shown
concern for senior citizens'
welfare.
"He's dedicated to improv.ing and expanding services
provided by the agency," she
said.
Vice a candidate for the
ACC p;esidency last year, said
he would take another position elsewhere under the right
circumstances.
"But my loyalty is here and
I'm happy here," he said. "~he
decision is not so much gomg
somewhere else as it would be
,leaving here."
·
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State faces
shortfall of
$60 million
1993 tax refunds might be delayed,
budgets cut to cover revenue deficit
· By Chad Carlton
Herald-Leader Frankfort bureau

FRANKFORT - Delayed state
income tax refunds and cutbacks in
state agencies are likely in the face
of a projected $60 million budget
shortfall this year. state officials
s;iid yesterday.
The state has not collected as
much money in taxes and fees as
predicted, according to budget figures for the first half of the fiscal
year. which began July 1.
The legislature's budget chiefs
said yesterday that Gov. Brereton
Jones s hould put a budget-cutting
plan into action immediately.
But the governor said it is too
soon. "I'm not convinced yet that
we will have to have budget cuts."
Jones said.
In October. the governor issued
a memo to all agency heads warning them that a 2 percent cut in
their budgets might be necessary.
He asked agencies to voluntarily
reserve 2 percent of the budgeted
money.
Reserving the money rather
than enacting budget cuts allows
more flexibility in the event revenues rise in the second half of the
fiscal year. Cabinet Secretary Kevin
Hable said yesterday.
"If the situation is such that we
need to do formal cutbacks. we'll be
able to go in sw;ftly and properly to
follow the budget-reduction plan."
Hable said.
Halfway through fiscal year
1993. the state has taken in $2.046
billion. a growth rate of 0.8 percent
above the same period in the previous year fiscal. Budget planners
had counted on growth of 3 percent.
That means revenues must
grow by 4.5 percent in the next six
months for the state to collect the
$2.378 billion it needs to break
even.

The state Finance and Administration Cabinet yesterday released
receipts for December that showed
revenue of $428.6 million, a growth
of 1.3 percent over December 1991.
Sales tax collections were up in
December. the peak month for
Christmas shopping. But collections
of corporate income tax and coal
severance tax were down.
The legislature's budget chiefs
said yesterday they expect increased revenue growth, but not
enough to end the year with a
balanced budget.

"You are going to have to do
something," said Rep. Marshall
Long, newly appointed chairman of
the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee, who predicts a
shortfall of $60 million to $65 million.
The governor's plan of voluntary reductions might work if Cabinet and agency directors began
making cutbacks in October, said
Sen. Michael Moloney, longtime
chairman of the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
"If agencies did thal it's not
going to be tough," Moloney, DLexington. said. "If they didn't, they
are going to have to eat it all in six
months. And that's going to be
tough."
Long, D-Shelbyville, expects the
state will have to delay income tax
refunds to avoid going into the red.
The state delayed more than
$100 million in tax refunds to
balance the 1992 books. That put
the state in the hole by $100 million
to start fiscal year 1993.
T he delay is a common method
that governors have used to avoid
budget deficits. Hable hopes to
break that habit.
"It has been and s till is our goal
not to use that as a tool to keep the
budget in balance." he said.
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EKU switches times
for some OVC games
By Ted Schultz
Herald-Leader statt writer

RICHMOND - The federal Office of Civil Rights has determined
that later is better for the Eastern
Kentucky University women's basketball team.
As a result of a 1991 sex
discrimination complaint filed by
members of the women's field hockey team. the Office of Civil Rights
has determined that no weekday
men's or women's basketball games
at EKU can begin before 6:30 p.m.
Rather than move the men's
games to 8:30. Eastern's Athletic
Department has decided to move
the remaining four weekday Ohio
Valley Conference men's games to 7
p.m. and the women's games to 9
p.m.
"No matter what, somebody
was going to get a later playing
time," said Steve Angelucci, assistant athletic director for external
affairs. •'Since season ticket holders
. .. were paying for the men's game,
we had to be sensitive to keep the
game most conducive to their at-

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-

'I think the motivation
behind it is the fact that
the 5:1 5 hour is not a
desirable hour (for
women's games) because
that's when people are
usually going home from
work and getting supper.'
- Martha Mulllns, associate
athletic director for Internal affairs

tendance.
"And all of this got down to
who is paying to come see our
games."
The 1991 complaint was filed
after field hockey was dropped as a
sport and replaced by softball. The
complaint led to an Office of Civil
Rights investigation of gender inequity at Eastern, which led to the
basketball times mandate. Failure
to comply could have affected EKU
funding.
Please see EKU , ➔
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EKU: Game times
switched to.
meet mandate
From Page
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"I think the motivation behind it
is the fact that the 5:15 hour is not a
desirable hour because that's when
people are usually going home from
work and getting supper," said
Martha Mullins, Eastem's associate
athletic director for internal affairs.
Women's coach Larry Inman·
said he was happy to be able to
play at night but was furious at the
timing of the mandate.
"I think it's very unfortunate
that it happens at this time of the
year for either program, but especially for the fans and the supporters that have got things already in
place," Inman said. "I feel really
bad because I've got (recrmts) coming in that will get home extremely
late."
·
Inman said the late starts may
also be a source for extra motivation for Eastem's opponents.
"They're going to use that
against us,'_' Inman sai~. "!hat's
extra incenlive, extra mot1vatlon for
the teams I've got to play because
they're going to tell their kids,
'They made us have to get home
late. Let's make those people pay
the price because of what they've
done to us.' "
· Men's coach Mike Calhoun said
the move from 7:30 to 7 should
have little or no effect on his team.
He said he was concerned for. the
safety of the visiting women's
teams.
"If I were playing at 9:30 or
10:00, I'd be asleep before the first
half was over," Calhoun said. "l feel
for the teams that have to come m
here off the road and then try to go
home that late at night."
"I don't think it's fair to make
men or women play a late, late
game like that," Inman said. "We're
talking about student-athletes. If we
push things back strictly for t)le
athletic standpoint, then that's killing our whole purpose as collegiate
coaches and responsible adult indi-

viduals."
The starting times have been
changed for men's and women's
games Jan. 18 against Tennessee
State, Feb. 11 against Morehead
State Feb. 15' against Southeast
Miss~uri and Feb. 22 against Middle Tennessee.
Before the season, OVC teams
sign contracts for each conference
game stating that the women's
games begin at 5:15 p.m. and men's
games at 7:30. But the contracts
provide leeway for schedule
changes by the home team.
To resolve the problem in coming seasons, Angelucci said, playing men's and women's conference
games on different nights may have
to be considered. He hopes other
conference schools will get involved
in finding a solution.
"I wish the OVC office would
take an affirmative stand and be a
leader," he said.

Herold-Leader staff writer Rick
Bailey also contributed to tms report.

Not even
Knyzewski

can change
NCMvote
Gannett News Service

DALLAS - Duke University basketball
coach Mike Krzyzewski made a special trip
yesterday to the NCM convention, and
something unusual happened to him.
He lost. Twice.
Krzyzewski, coach of the two-time defending NCM champions, spoke on behalf
of the National Association of Basketball
Coaches, urging delegates to restore the job
of one full-time assistant coach and to delay
lowering the limit on men's basketball
scholarships from 14 to 13, scheduled to go
into effect next season.
Several university presidents rose in opposition to Krzyzewski, saying that going
back to three full-time assistants flies in the
face of their reform movement, and the proposal was soundly defeated, 257-61.
Then came the vote to delay implementing the drop in me,:i's scholarships until
1995. That outcome was closer, but it still
was another loss for Krzyzewski, 178-134.
Ironically, a motion to raise women's basketball scholarships from 14 to 15 passed
almost as overwhelmingly as the men were
defeated. That vote was 221-89.
"It befuddles me," Krzyzewski said. "I
would not perceive that to be consistent
thinking."
Behind the women's vote, however, is the
issue of gender equity. Since football gives
men so many more athletic scholarships
than women at most Division I
schools, lowering women's scholarships only serves to continue the
imbalance.
The women also had their scholarships increased in the so-called
minor sports, while the men will
have a 10 percent cut. This vote in
favor of increasing women's scholarships was 252-50.
"This is not about winning and
losing," Krzyzewski said in response to the votes on assistant
coaches and men's scholarships,
"but about doing what is right.
"Winning and losing - that was
Sunday, when Georgia Tech beat
our butts. I can tell you very honestly, I am much more disheartened
and disappointed today than I was
after Georgia Tech beat us. Georgia
Tech·was just a game.
"What we were trying to do here
is create an environment that is best
for the kids. It is obvious that we as
coaches have a lot more work (convincing administrators) to do."
Krzyzewski, attending his first
NCM convention. said the drop to

two full-time assistants and a restricted-earnings coach this school
year leads to a problem that the
presidents might not recognize. , ·
Boosters are now coming in at
some institutions and offering jobs
that would give more money to the
restricted-earnings coach, he said.

"That's what scares me," he said.

the

"It's contrary to
reform movement Pretty soon boosters will become a part (again) of your athletic
department."
Bill Atchley, University of Pacific
president, was one of those who objected to the coaching proposal, saying: "Thirteen players and four
coaches. I see no sense. in allowing
additional funds for this."
Kentucky athletic director C.M.
Newton, a former coach, quickly
rose to his feet and said: "It boggles
my mind that anyone could stand
and question whether the fourth
coach is needed."
Krzyzewski said the cutback in
men's scholarships, from 15 to 14
this season and then down to 13,
has been too sudden. There wasn't
enough time for coaches to plan for
this, he said, and not enough study
went into what the impact would be.
The coach, whose third-ranked
team won Wednesdau night at
Wake Forest, arrived by charter
flight at 3 a.m. yesterday. He went
right home afterward to be with his
team for practice last night. The
Blue Devils play Iowa in a nationally televised game tomorrow.
Krzyzewski was critical of the
delegates, some of whom laughed
and applauded at the size of the
votes against the basketball proposals, and the coach said he had his
eyes opened by what went on at the
convention.
"It's apparent that there is a gap
between understanding what
coaches are perceived to do and
what we actually do," he said. "I
see how big the gap is. I didn't
know that. As coaches, all we really
want is what's good for the game and the kids who play the game."
In other business yesterday:
■ This year's major proposal
pushed by the presidents, establishing a certification program, passed
easily. Athletic departments will be
reviewed periodically by a peer
group to ensure they are following
NCM rules.
■ A proposal to expand the baseball season from 22 to 24 weeks met
even more opposition than the basketball,issues. It lost 272-42.
r
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Council seeks public input
on college tuition costs
Herald-Leader staff report

College students, parents and
educators will have a chance over
the next two weeks to speak out
about proposed tuition increases at
Kentucky universities.
The state Council on Higher
Education has scheduled three public hearings and a call-in program
on the Kentucky Educational Network to take comment on three
options:
• No change in the tuition-setting policy used for the last 10
years. The council would continue
to set tuition rates every two years,
basing them on Kentuckians' per
capita personal income and on what
universities in surrounding states
charge.
• Continue to tie tuition to per
capita income and tuition charged
by benchmark schools, but determine the rate annually instead of
every two years.
Under this option, tuition for
full-time. in-state students in 199394 would go up by $60, from $360
to $420 a semester, at Kentucky's
community colleges; it would rise
$50, from $700 to $750 a semester,
at Kentucky's six regional universities - Morehead. ,astern Kentucky, Western Kentucky, Northern

Kentucky, Murray and Kentucky
State; and increase bv $100. from
$880 to $980 a semester. ai the two
doctoral institutions, the Universitv
of Kentucky and the University of
Louisville.
• Base tuition solelv on what
0ther ~tares charge. This option
would mcrease rates in the 1993_94
school Y_ear by $60 a semester at
co~mumty colleges, $130 at the six
re~onal universities and $180 at
UK and U ofL.

By Doug Tucker
Associated Press

DALLAS - In a surprise move.
NCAA Executive Director Dick
Schultz told the group's convention
yesterday to consider a Division I-A
football playoff as a source of
much-needed new revenue.
Whether Schultz's suggestion
brings a playoff closer to reality
remained a point of debate among
convention delegates. But raising
the issue in his annual state-of-theassociation address was certain to
renew debate.
"I realize many of you are
opposed to a full-blown playoff
system," Schultz told delegates. "It
would be possible to develop a
single championship game after the
New Year's bowls and provide substantial revenue.
"I want to make it very clear
that I'm not pushing or advocating
a playoff. But as we look ahead to
challenging times, we need to be
thinking about it and talking about
it, so that when the future comes
and we need to move in this
direction, we're going to be prepared to do it"

• Thursday, at 7 p.m.,
Rooms C and D, Perkins Center, EKU, Richmond.
• Tuesday at 7 p.m. CST (8
p.m. EST), Blandford Hall.
Owensboro Communitv College.
·
• Jan. 20, 7 p.m., Hassold
Auditorium, U of L campus.
The call-in program will be
held from 9 to 10 p.m. Jan. 21,
on KET.

Tuition for out-of-state students
and for professional students at all
of the state medical, Jaw and dentistry colleges would also increase
under the second and third options.
The tuition increase was recommended in November to counter'.'ct cutbacks in state financing durmg the last two vears

·

·
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NCAA chief
says footbal I
playoff needs
consideration
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Penn offers free medical educatio

PHI~ELPHlA - The University of Pennsylvania said yest
day that II has b~gun offering tuition-free education to top me
cal students: freemg them to choose a specialty without won-vi
about repaymg loans.
.. ' ·
Beginning in 1995, a $10 million endowment from an anor
mous alumnus ~nd his wife will cover the $87,000 annual tuiti
fo_r 25 _students m the four-year program. The scholarships beg
with srx students last fall.
Penn•~ goal is to enroll 200 students, or a third of its medi,
school, m the program by 2000, which means raising $100 milli
for t_he fund. Eventually Penn hopes the program will cover
medical students,
Many ~edical students graduate with a debt of $70,000 or mo
and to_ hve comfortably need to earn about $150,000 annual
accordmg to_ Penn fi~:~s. The debt forces many S1udents to c
for h1gh-pa~~ng specral1ties, such as cardiology.

Later during a news conference,
Schultz emphasized that raising the
subject doesn't signal the beginning
of a playoff system, something
most coaches have opposed and
most football fans would welcome.
Schultz said he felt a one-game
playoff would be worth $50 million
to $60 million and he would want it
distributed among the entire NCAA
membership.
"This is just like a lot of other
things I do," he said. "I need to put
things out there to stimulate their
thinking. They just need to be
thinking about it.- We're a long
ways away from one right now."
Coaches and administrators
have generally opposed a playoff,
saying it would increase pressure
on everyone involved and extend an
already long season. Playoff plans
have been proposed at previous
NCAA conventions but nore gained
widespread support.
A playoff would have to be
approved by majority vote of the
106 I-A schools.
"A playoff is not at the top oi
our priority list," said Chuck
Neinas, executive director of the

College
Football
Association.
"Eventually, there may be one. But
it is not a top priority right now."
Georgia athletic director and
former football coach Vince Dooley,
long a playoff advocate. was excited at the news of Schultz's speech.
Asked why most coaches oppose a playoff, Dooley said: "Because you caH it a playoff. You
never want to use the word 'playoff
because the word 'playoff scares
pecple off. Call it a national championship game."
A playoff would have to get the
approval of the Presidents Commission, which has taken control of the
legislative process in recent conventions. A playoff would also seem to
conflict with the presidents' reform
movement, which is designed to put
academics above athletics.
In recent conventions, the presidents have overruled athletic interests.
If the Presidents Commission
allows a football playoff, it would
likely face appeals from basketball,
baseball and other interests to restore the cuts made in their sports.
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UK fraternity on one year's probation
in theft of Christian Laettner's jersey
By Dottie Bean

Other sanctions imposed in the
• Taking away pledging privitheft incident included:
leges for at least one semester.
• Requiring pledges and active
The University of Kentucky has
• Requiring the fraternity ·16
placed the Pi Kappa Alpha fraterni- members to perform 2,000 hours of pay for any damages resulting from
ty on one year's probation as pun- communitv service and to make a the thefts.
ishment for the theft of Christian combined - grade-point average of
PKA pledges are accused of
Laettner's jersey and other sports 2.78.
taking Laettner's jersey and other
• Barring the 144-member fra- mementoes during a Dec. 4-6 trip to
mementoes.
The probation will run through ternity from having social events at the campuses of Duke University
Jan. 11, 1994. The fraternity was its chapter house on Huguelet Ave- and the Universitv of North Carolialready on probation because of an nue or participating in intramural na-Chapel Hill. undisclosed incident in the fall.
events for one yi,ar.
Any more mischief from the
fraternity's members will result in
UK canceling the Pikes' status as a
THE COURIE_R-JOURN~~URSDAY. JANUARY 14 · 1993
student organization, UK Dean of
Other items taken from Duke were the Students Victor Hazard told Pi Kapretired jerseys of fortner basket':>all players pa Alpha President Lance Dowdy
Danny Ferry and Johnny Dawkins.
III in a letter UK released yesterday.
Duke campus police said the items were
Dowdy said he thought UK
taken from the Ha)l of. Fame room at Ca- handled the matter fairly but said
meron h1door Stadium m Durham, N. C. that tne pledges were acting on
Investigators also found a lamp made out
·
d h h
· fr
of a North Carolina Tar Heel football he!- the1r own a'! t at t_ e entire atermet, a photo taken from the 1976 Peach mty was bemg pumshet!,
Bowl that showed UK's 21-0 victory over
The thefts came to hght Dec: 7
North Carolina, and several framed pictures wh_en someone tipped off UK Police
of North Carolina football players Ethan Chief W. H. McCom;_ ~ that _a fraterHorton and Kelvin Bryant.
mty pledge was showmg off
UNC campus police said those items were Laettner's No. 32 jersey in a dortn
Associated Press
taken from the walls of Kenan Field House on the UK campus. Laettner hit the
.
in Chapel Hill, N. C.
winning last:second shot to give
LEXINGTON Ky. - Members of a Uni•
All the stolen items were shipped back to Duke a 104-103 victory against UK
versity of Kentilcky fraternity will have. to the North Carolina schools by UK officials. in last year's NCAA quarterfinals.
perlortn 2,000 hours of community servi~e A~cording to UNC-Cha!)el Hill police, no . McComas' investigation ~ed
as punishment for taking sports memorabli- cnminal charges are bemg pursued. Duke up several other sports souvemrs,
ia from two North Carolina schools, UK of- officials said e_arlier _that the school would including the retired jerseys of two
ficials said yesterday.
not prosecute if the items were returned. former Duke players, a sports
The community service w~s among severplaque and several swimming banal sanctions against the Pi Kappa Alpha
ners, and a lamp made out of a
chapter outlined in a letter Monday to IraNorth Carolina Tar Heel football
ternity president Lance Dowdy and released
helmet.
to the public yesterday.
.
d
Although stringent the penal1
' imposed
In December, UK 0 fftci_'als con iscate
Al h
ties were not the strongest
several items they said Pi Kappa NP ha
on a UK fraternity.
~ges~~~~~~
.
PC li
ses during a weekend reIn the fall of 1990, the Phi
aro na campu
Kappa Tau chapter was ordered to
tr~~ristian I.aettner's retired No. 32 jersey
close ~OW:1 for three years because
was one of the stolen items.
of hazmg \nadents, _UK spokesman
"It should be understood that the Dean of
Ralph Denckson said.
Students Office will not tolerate any further
Derickson said other sanctions
violation. of the Code of Student Con_duct by
might still be levied against individPi Kappa Alpha, or settle for anythmg less
ual fraternity members.
than total compliance to the followmg saneDowdy said the fraternity might
tions," said the letter to DoW?Y from Assotake other action against the
date Dean of Students V1cto~ Hazar?·
"Anything less than total comp_hance Will
pledges. "We will be handling that
esult
in
cancellation
of
your
registration
as
internally, and I don't think we will
r
a student organization."
.
be making it public."
There was no answer at the P1 Kappa Al•
In his letter to Dowdy, Hazard
pha house or at Dowdy's home telephone
warned that the fraternity could be
number yesterday. .
.
•
viewed "as being out of control"
Toe sanctions outlmed m the letter.
and anything less than complete
■ Put the fraternity on _probatio~ until
compliance would cause the univerJan. 11, 1994. If the fraternity co_mmits any
sity to cancel the fraternity's status
violation during the probation, it _wil\ lose
as a student organization.
its registration as a stu~ent orgamzation.
■ Ban. during the spnng_ and. fall semesters of 1993, all social funcuons !'! th~ chapter house and intramural part1c1pat1on by
the fraternity, and bar the chapter from
having a pledge class dunng that time.
■ Order the fraternity to perlortn 2,000
hours of community service.
. .
■ Order the chapter to make full resntution for any damage.
Herald-Leader staff writer

UK fraternity
sanctioned
for taking
memorabilia

I
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Tougher times _ predicted
for __college grclds
By JIM GALLAGHER
ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH

Rebecca Overby has a
bachelor's degree in English
and a master's degree in theology. So why, at age 23, is
she operating a switchboard
for $6 to $7 an hour in Chesterfield, Mo.?
That's what Rebecca Overby would like to know.
"This is not what I went to
school for," she said. "I went
to school so I wouldn't have
to do this."
It's cold comfort to Overby but a lot of highly educated people are in her fix.
·And the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics says there
are going to be a lot more. ,
About 20 percent of college
graduates now land jobs that
don't require a college education. And that number will
rise tci 30 percent by the year
2005, the bureau predicts.
The problem is that the
United States is likely to produce college graduates in the
1990s faster than it will produce jobs requiring a degree.
Between now and 2005, the
bureau says, the United
States should produce_ an_ average· of 914,000 more Jobs
each year requiring a c<?llege
education. But there will be
1.32 million more graduates
competing for them.
The result will be more
college grads waiting tab\es,
answering phones, sellmg
shoes and driving trucks.
The trend has several possible implications:
·
► Tougher times for people
who don't go to college.
They'll find .tbemsely~s_
squeezed out of. more l~wskilled jobs by people with
degrees,
._
. -~
·► A more ·productive economy· As· better-educated people take on lesser jobs, they
can be expected to work
smarter than the people who
hold them today, some experts say. The result· would
be more efficiency•.
.
► Educational mflat1on.
More people may seek graduate degrees to get a leg up
on the competition. .
.
Rebecca :Overby 1s exl(erIencing another elfe~t right
now _ the frustration that
results when you study ·for

years to earn a ticket to
white-collar employment,
, then find yourself behind a
switchboard instead.
Overby, a native of Jackson Miss., graduated from
the 'university of Mississippi•, with her English .degree. She
then-·movett-on to Covenant
Theological "Seminary in St.
. Louis for her master's.__ ___
liked st: Louis and ~ecided · to stay, but h~r J<?b ·
search was an exercise m
frustration.
"I looked for some teaching jobs in private scho~ls,
but I didn't find an~th~ng
there. I looked at pub~1shmg
companies in St. Loms, b~t
it's hard to break into that if
you don't know anyon~- .
"It was extremely difficult
and I was very scared," she
added. "I thought if I had my
master's it would help get a
job. It actually hurt me. I
heard a lot that I'm. oyer:_
qualified.'\
· .··
Finally, sh~_signed up ;atManpower~nc., the_ tep.porary emQl(l}'IIleHt agency. As
.of-last· month, she was :1nswering phones and d(!mg
secretarial duties at Wiltel
Communications Systems
· - .b .
Inc.
t
The job i~. ple_~sll,aj, :____}!_
',sfiewimts somethn:~g more.
'She's thinking of gomg b~ck
to school to get a teach!ng
'certificate. "I want a Job
'where I have t,o think," she
said.
The recession and the s1ow
' recovery may be partly responsible for .the problems of
'I peop_ \e like Overby today ..
, But ·.the bure:1u e1'pects the,:
! college-level Job squeez(t_ to
' tighten even after !~- econ. omy quickens .. ·· , .
The bµreau's pro1ect10ns
are based on moderate\eco' .noinic growth and mid-r~ge
estimates of graduatrnn
trends. The cI11nch could. be
better ·or worse, dependmg. on how the ecorwmy perfonns· 1:11e7liireau. says.
.- Degree-requ_ired jobs
1
lfould\grow -by-•• 39 percent
y 2005,'ceomp~ed to only .16 :
~ ercent,:for -jobs-·n9t,-teqmrl\lg coll~~\!> ✓:::: -- ,:~ ;:::
.,b:;;ti.;~•-•.,_..,..1:..r.--: -- ~:........._
.; ___ ,

, ·she

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Ab6ut half of ·the growth
.in college' jobs will involve
"educational upgrading." In
bureau parlance, that means
ithat jobs that don't req?ir.E: a•
' college degree now \\'..ill · re' quire one in the future.
Some of thafls because of
technology. For instance, a
factory job that now takes
, five workers may need only
· one in the future, but that
worker will need a degree in
· computer science.
Meanwhile, many employers are beginning to hire col' lege grads simply because
they can. The surplus of
graduates lets them be
picky.
Southwestern Bell Telephone, for instance, doesn't
1 require degrees for jobs as.
clerks, operators, salesmen
or linemen. Yet 28 percent of.
' those hired for such lowerlevel jobs last year were college grads, up from only 10
percent to 15 percent in the
mid 1980s.
In part, that's because jobs
are changing as Bell becomes
more sales oriented. Those
with degrees often make better
sales people, says employment
manager Joyce Conner. And
with 82 applicants for each
job, Bell can be picky.
By the next decade, virtually
all newly hired· policemen will
be college graduates, predicts
'Ron Kutscher, deputy commissioner of the bureau. "Big city
police departments are already
movffigin that direction," he
said.
The result may be more efficient police departments, offices and stores, said Markley
Roberts, economist for the
AFL-CIO. "A person with
more education is, likely to
think of new and better ways
to do things," he said.
Unions see the change coming, Roberts said; and they're
starting to demand that employers pay for·training, ranging from basic literacy to college courses.

-
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Rising tuition threatens
minorities, group says
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Rising tu-·
ition, state college budget cuts and
· financial aid uncertainties threaten
to reverse recent gains in minority
student enrollment, a consortium of
universities and colleges warned
yesterday.
The American Council on Education in its annual report urged
Congress and the Clinton administration to come to the rescue, arguing minorities will most certainly be
hit by the money· pinch.
"It is absolutely essential that
the federal government renew its
commitment to guaranteeing education opportunity for all qualified
students regardless of their financial resources," the group's president, Robert IL Atwell, said "Access by minorities to higher
education is in peril."
The council's report said there
was already evidence that budget
crunches in California · and New
Yark had contributed to declines in
minority enrollment·
Clinton has propo~ creating a
National Service Trust to allow
students to borrow money for college education and repay the cost
through public service or payroll
deductions at tax time. The plan
would replace a federal program
that provided $13 billion in loans to
4.8 million students in 1991.
·
College administrators have
urged the new administration to use
Clinton's proposal to target poor
minority students.
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky January 17,

'It is absolutely essential
that the federal government
renew its commitmen_t to
guaranteeing education
opportunity for all qualified
students regardless of their
financial resources. Access
by minorities to higher
education is in peril.'
~ Robert H. Atwell, president
American Council on Education

''My personal gut feeling is that
the financial situation is by far the
major reason for our students to
leave school or not to come at all,''
said Howard University president .
Franklyn Jenifer, whose campus is
predominantly black. ·
The council, which has 1,500
member colleges and universities,
said in its annual "Minorities in
Higher Education" report that despite recent gains, blacks and Hispanics are still far less likely ihan
whites to attend college,
·
The. group said more than a
third of all whites ages 18 to 24
were enrolled in college iri 1991,
compared with 24, percent for
blacks and 18 percent for Hispanics,
The council's projection that
minorities will be harder hit by a
financial squeeze is attributed in
part to Census Bureau data showing blacks, Hispanics and American
Indians generally are poorer than
the population at large.
1993

Fine art prints ~:tz.~_:· .on, displ~y
-~t ···

----------·-By MARY BARKER

Printmaking may well' 'be
the least appreciated and nfost
often misunderstood area· of
visual arts, as most of us
think of prints as photocopies
or posters.
Fine arts prints, however,
are duplications of a handdesigned image pulled from a
plate, screen, block or stone,
They are usually done in multiples, which is the only thing
they have in common with
photocopies.
Most fine art prints are
done in very limited editions
of 200 copies or less with the
exception of monotypes which
are, as the name indicates,
one-of-a-kind print. The reason
for these limited editions is
simply that the hand-rendered
surface from which the print
was taken just wears out,
.,;,,
Just opened in the main gal-·
lery at Claypool Young Art
Building on Morehead. Sll!,te.
campus is a superb collection,
of fine art prints, which coA:,
tinues through Feb_ 13.. The exhibit, sponsored by the -Southern Graphics Council~ ;-con••,
tains a wide variety pftP.f:~#i

· · ·. ·

0f;:J}~%/Y"REV,lew/./':t?hJ(:)

making techniques by 41 artists from 15 eastern and southern sates.
The council boasts a membership of more than 400
printmakers nationwide and
is one of the most active organizations of its kind. The print
show is a biannual juried competition open to all members.
It .will tour the country
through 1994. . · - ·- - · - ·
Three regional artists are:
repr~sented in the exhibit.
..
Matthew Newell and Scott
Anderson," both of Morgantown, w.va.; display bright
color prints. Newell's untitled
color etching: is very. traditicinal while Anderson's niono-·
type, "Banana Pie," strongly
resembles an Appalachian folk
art painting _in style and color ..
Robert· Franzini 'from Moreh0ead displays a black and
white aquatint titled "Studio
Light Composition." Franzini,
who teaches printmaking and
drawing at MSU, is known as
one of the foremost prihtmakeri;;in the Tri-State.

With the wide variety
styles and techniques used in
this exhibit, its color use sets
it apart. Unlike most print
showsiwhich tend to be vofrf
of color or somewhat bland,
this, exhibit explodes with vibrant color. Several of the
large prints appear to -glow
and the v_ast majority of:ithe
works are multicolored, .. , .:- .
Ma,riy of the pieces in the exhibit are for sale, and the prices are very reasonable for the
caliber of work exhibited,
None of the works are.framed,
however, so. if· you attend,the
exhibit with the intention of
making ·a purchase, keep in
-mind that you· will .have' the
added expense if framing,
The gallery is open· from Ii
a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays, Call
2766 for information,
MARY BARKER, a local artist

with a master's degree in ·art
history, wrote this rev.iew. ·
• ···~ •.

•

\.~ • •• ! ..
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Football player paralyzed in shooting
sue~ V of L for alleged: negligence
··
'
.

.

By TODD MURPHY
Staff Writer

Herbert Henry, the University of
Louisville football player who was
shot and paralyzed at a university
dance last January, sued the university for alleged negligence yesterday.
In addition to the university, the
suitnames as defendants 33 people
and agencies - including the U of L
Athletic Department; football coach
Howard Schnellenberger and the
campus fraternity and .sorority that
sponsored the dance..- ·
The suit alleges that the defen•
dants have given "less attention to
the dangers and hazards faced by
African-American students than
that given to. students of other
races."
Henry was shot Jan. 18 during a
dance at the Red Barn on the U of L
campus. An Indianapolis man was
convicted of the shooting in August
and sentenceirto 10 years in prison.
But the conviction.was set aside be-.
cause of a state Siipreilie -Court de:·
cision faulting Jefferson County's
method ofexcusing-potentiill grand
jurors. The accused, 26-year-:0ld
Paul Lee Minor. was reindicted and

.

m the Jefferson County Jail

Claims made· in a_ lawsuit give
awaiting another trial. ·
only one side of the case. .
··
Henry"s lawsuit. which does not
John Drees.· a spokesman for
name Minor as a defendant. charges U of L, declined to comment on the
that the university and its officials suit. citing university policy against
were. negligent in allowing the commenting on pending litigation.
shooting to happen. The lawsuit
Henry was shot once in the back
says that violent incidents had oc- and once in the chest. leaving him
curred on campus for some time be- paralyzed below the waist. After
fore the shooting - much of the spending the last few months in
violence arising "out of circum• physical therapy in Atlanta. he is
stances unique to· the African• back in Louisville and attending
American· community'' - and that classes at U of L, according to his
·African-American students had mother, Patricia Henry•.
asked· campus officials for security _. ofL adopted a new security
for events such as the dance..
.
policy for events on campus after
.. The lawsuit also charges that be- · the shooting. The policy. amended
fore the shooting. there had been in November. calls for metal detecfights and displays of firearms at tors to check for weapons on every
·the dance. and that "no adequate guest and allows a maximum of five
steps were taken to curb said vio- off-campus guests per student enti•
fence by ... anyone in authority at tied to attend. It also requires that
the University of Louisville."
events be supervised by campus poThe lawsuit also says that security lice.
at the dance was inadequate.
U of L students who demonstratHenry charges in the suit that Af.. ed in October against the adminisrican-American students were dis- tration·s treatment of African
criminated against by the defen- Americans had said the measures
_dants and •that Henry was hurt at · were degrading and that they dis· least in part because of "customary proportionately affected black soand regular indifference to or disre- rorities and fraternities since ('1ey
gard of the needs and.conditions ot sponsor more· 'On-campus events·
the African-American students at than do white sororities and fraterthe university."
nities.
JS

u
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Collins renews contract with college
SPRINGFIELD - Former Gov. Martha Layne Collins signed a
contract to continue as president ·of St Catharine College for three
more years. the school said Friday.
The. contract_ begins July 1. Collins has been head of the junior
coll~ge m Washington County since the summer of 1990.
.
Tm pleased_ to see that we have achieved several of our goals
such as. growth m enrollment, without sacrificing our personal touch
and carmg environment," Collins said in a statement released by the
school.
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UK might cut programs
under Wethington's plan
By Dottle Baan
Herald-Leader staff writer

Some University of Kentucky
degree programs might be eliminated under an ongoing reorganization
plan that President Charles Wethington outlined yesterday to UK's
Board of Trustees. ·
.
The plan recommended 86
changes to streamline UK's academic and administrative structures
and processes. They ranged from
starting a "one-card" student identification system to doing away with
six degree programs in the College
of Arts and Sciences.
Wethington estimated the
changes could free up $2.6 million
that could be put hack into teaching .research and public-service pro~s. Most of the · changes are
expected to be in· place before .Jn!Y
1, while others would occur withm
the next two years.
Wethington does . not need
board approval for the. changes.
Yesterday's presentation was simply a report to the board, he sa!d,
Not on the list of recommendations were changes that might be
made among UK's top administrators. Wethington will hire _an outside consultant to examme the
structure of chancellors and vice
presidents that UK has .used since
1982 and offer ideas for change.·
Several things, including $26.7
million in cutbacks in state funding
to UK since 1991, made the- plan
necessary, Wethington said.
UK also has been undergoing a
self-study that was used by_ the
Southern· Association of Colleges
and Schools for renewing accreditation of its member schools.
..
. . Some of the recommendatio~
unveiled yesterday were urged m
the self-study - which involved
235 UK faculty, administrators and
employees ~ and in the a~itation committee's final report, issued
in December when the committee
reaffirmed UK's accreditation.
The accreditation report found
that UK's administra~on ~as too
bureaucratic; the uruvers1ty depends too heavily on graduate-level
teaching assistants; andi~ student
advising is not well ~~ted. .
Wethington's report·: mcluded
enlianceinents to ~s; .COl!lPJ!ler·
i7£d Student ~o~ttqn, §}'.l!tem to.,
improve and sunplify_ad.~•~:.
istration and graduatiOI!, .c,,.,.,.,c,,,
UK also shoµld have a "one; .
·'
·~1~!;':!!ksiil'd:':'
---=;m~llire,.,.;,.:
by·
card''.·student-JD
January l994, .tli.~.!m>.. -··· •"'- -· •

Details of plan

· UK also would gradually phase
in requirements that teaching assis. tants assigned to teach undergraduate· courses have master's degrees
and at least 18 hours of graduate
work in the subjects they are teach·
ing.
.
.
· UK's reorganization really began in November 1991, whe11 UK
had to absorb $15:2 million in state
budget cuts followed by $11.5 million less in state aid three months
later, Wethington said.
Since then, UK has eliminated
575 jobs, including 100 faculty positions.
The job reduction accounted for
$14.6 million of the $26.7 million
sliced from the university's budget
• Wethington said he hoped higher education and UK will be excliid•
ed from any· further cuts in state
funding, although UK· and other
state-supported universities have
submitted contingency ,plans for
dealing with 2 percent cuts if Gov.
Brereton Jones finds them neces·
sary.

• Create a Council on Public Service to improve the way
UK provides public service.
• Create center to advise
undecided-majors, transfer stu·
dents. and others. who need
assistance; its staff of.10 to 12
employees would lie trans·
' ferred from other UK offices.
• Divide · UK Extension
Service and transfer non-credit
programs to w.cu@6n Coin• _
munity College. · ·
• Hire consultant ti> examine top-level UK administra.lion - chancellors and vice
presidents - .and recommend
options.

',

Wethington . urged ·trustees to
become advocates· by calling legislators and others to plead UK's
case.
The board received Wethington's report without much . C?m•·
ment But UK Trustee William
Sturgill urged Wethington to continue looking for ways to tighten
UK's belt, saying he thinks state
budget difficulties will \=Ontinue be
a· problem for UK.
. Eliminating de~ and other
academic programs ·still must be
approved by the faculty and the UK
Faculty Senate.
.
Degree programs recommended
for elimination include:
' • A master's program in operations research; bachelor's programs
. in linguistics and I,atin AmeriC<!ll
studies; and bachelor's programs m.
botany, zoology and micr«,>qiology,
all in the College of Arts and
Sciences.
·
• A program 'in the G?lleg~ of
Education on severe behavior disorders. Also in the College o(Edul:!1. lion: an undergraduate program m
distributive education; master's programs in guidance and ed~cational_
policy studies and evaluation; and·
specialist in _education·cde~ 'Pro-'
.grams in gw~:and: sociatand.
philosophical studies, .. :,:1_-••::c:e· ·
•

·.

':.."'

11••
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•
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• Merging the colleges of Communications and Library Sciences.
.. • Combining the Department of
Telecommunications
into
the
School of Journalism.
· • Merging the departments of
Vocational Education and Curriculum and Instruction.
' • Transferring computer sd- .
ence from the College of Arts and
Sciences to the College of Engineering; consolidating materials science
and chemical engineering into one
department; and consolidating erigineeririg mechanics and mechanical
engineering. •
. ' ,-,.-.s.· .,. ..... . ..
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Wethington unveils plan to save UK $2.6 million
By MARK SCHAVER
Staff Writer

· side consultant to study whether the · Wethington said he hopes the
organization of the top-level admin- plan "will bri~c:8 a close this very
istration needs to be changed.
difficult and
enging period of
' The plan is partly a response to budget reductions and organizationstate budget cuts, which have cost' al review."
the UK system $26. 7 million and reWethington said most of the
suited in the elimination of 575 jobs changes will be made by July 1, and
In the .past two years, he said.
he expects to have all of them comIt Incorporates many of the plete\l within two years.
changes recommended In a report
The recommendations that could
by the Southern Association of Col- have the most direct impact on stuleges and Schools, which reaffirmed dents are . those that call for the
the university's accreditation In De- . elimination of some degree procember.
grams.
The trustees, who do not have to
1n the College of Arts and Scivote on most of the changes, accept- ences, the plan calls for the elimlnaed the report with little comment.
lion of the master's program In op-

LEXINGTON, Ky. - University of
Kentucky President Charles T.
Wethington unveiled a reorganizalion plan yesterday that he said will
save $2.6 million and will lead to
the elimination of some degree programs.
The 26-page report Wethington
presented to the Board of Trustees
calls for 86 changes In the university's academic and administrative
structure. It does not call for any
cuts In staff or faculty. Wethington
also recommended hiring an out-

erations research, and of the bachelor's programs in linguistics, Llltln
American studies, botany, zoology
and microbiology. 1n the College of
Education, it calls for elimlnating·11
bachelor's program In distributive
education, . master's programs · iri
guidance and educational policy
studies and evaluation, and an op•
lion In severe behavior disorders. :
Wethington said those programli
were recommended for elimination
because they either had .low enroll•
ment or were tbose "which maybe
·have served their usefulness and
· can be combined with other pro-

grams."
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The chancellor of t)te Lexington
, campus, Robert .E. Helnenway, said
, he did.not expect the,recommendaiions to generate much controversy,
l!xcept possibly the proposal to
·~liminate the linguistics program,
:which he said has i'strong feelings
·on both sides," /
.
:· Hemenway said ,the recommenda:tions came from faculty committees.
:''It's not something that was Im· posed," he told the trustees. "It
-~ame willingly, from the bottom

·up."
· · The University Senate will be giv.en a chance to consider the recommendations, he said, and students
.enrolled In the programs will be al:lowed to complete their degrees.
•: "We're not interested In offering
:mediocre education In any of our
·ilegree programs," Hemenway said.
-:'That's what the goal of these
·~hanges really is."
:- Wethington said the $2.6 million
saved from the administrative
:thanges will go toward instructional
. programs, research ~d public serv: ice programs,
-: He said he did not know how
: Jl!Uch it will cost to hire a consul·tant to study the top-level adminis-tratlve structure, but that he hopes
-to have the study coinpleted by fall.
: : "I am not committed to any Spe• cific change," he said, "nor I am
· committed not to change."

Ficirn eats 'UP"" ,,,,
long-awaited
N.[SU victory.
MOREHEAD (AP) - Dick
Fick, Morehead State's animated coach, has found an appetite for something other than
ties and game programs again.
The Eagles broke a 13-game
losing streak with a 79-58 victory over Austin Peay in Ohio
Valley Conference action Monday night. Morehead was the
final Division I team this season to earn a victory.
"You could feel the tremendous relief out here tonight,"
Fick said after the win. "My
food has been tasting terrible
lately. This should make it
taste much better."
Austin Peay is working on a
losing streak of its own now,
having dropped its last nine
games for a 3-11 and 0-5 mark.
Winless college basketball
teams don't normally warrant
much publicity. But Morehead
State has gotten a lot of attention on ESPN this season because of Fick, whose animated
personality and sideline antic,
have captured the attention of
sports fans. He has been
caught doing everything from
eating ties and programs to
laying prone on the sidelines.
ESPN college basketball analyst Jim Valvano bestows the
"Dick Fick Award" upon a deserving coach, who best illustrates being "into" the game
through either his sideline actions or demeanor.
The award, presented each
Monday, shows a picture of
Fick superimposed over the
top section of an Academy
Award "Oscar."

It also features videotape
highlights of Fick lying prone
on the· sideline at Rupp Arena
during the Eagles' loss to Kentucky in December.

AUSTIN PEAY (58) - Casbon 1·3 0-0 3,
Dupree 2-10 3-5 7 Franklin 5-13 2-3 14,
Meriwether 5-12 0·1 14, Savage 1-6 1-2 4,
Yudt 3-13 0-0 a. Jenkins 3-7 0-0 6. Beck 13 0-0 2, Helen 0-3 0-0 0. Totals 21-70 6-11

58.
MOREHEAD STATE (79) - Williams 5-13
7-11 17. Cline 2·6 0-0 5. Hylton 3-5 2-2 11,
Wells 6-8 5-7 19, Frakes 0-2 0-1 0. Brannen
2-6 0-0 5, Bentz 9·12 4-6 22. Totals 27-52
18-27 79.
Halftime-Morehead St. 42. Austin Peay
25; 3-Polnt goals-Austin Peay 10-22 (Casbon 1-2, Franklin 2-4, Meriwether 4-6, SaV•
age 1-2;, Morehead St. 7-17 (Williams rr-:t
Cline 1-3, Hylton 3-3, Wells 2-3. Frakes 0-1,
Brannen 1-3, Bentz 0·1). Fouled out-Meriwether. Rebounds-Austin Peay 42 (Dupree 10), Morehead St. 42 (Bentz 10). Assists-Austin Peay 10 (Franklin 6), Morehead St. 14 (Wells, Bentz 3). Total-fouls-Austin Peay, 22, Morehead St. 16,.
A-2,100.

To Fick, lying down was a silent protest to what he thought
.was an improper call.
"You never know what he's
going to do," said Morehead assistant Mike Cooney.
"Coach is just one of those
people who expresses every.fuing.. He puts all his heart and
soul into everything he does.
He's a story himself."
During Monday night's win,
Fick shouted to the referees
that he was calling a doctor for
one of his players. "He needs a
chiropractor," Fick shouted
after an Austin Peay player
landed on an Eagle's player's
back. "Is there a chiropractor
in the house?"
Shanda Murphy, a 1992 graduate, said she didn't start attending games until Fick
began getting exposure on the
news.
"He has eaten his tie before.
I saw that, and that pretty
much did it for me. I wanted to
go and see what this crazy guy
is all about."
In his first season, Fick guided Morehead to a 14-15 record
against an upgraded schedule
that included Kentucky, Louisville and Oklahoma.

Morehead's up-tempo style
enabled senior Brett Roberts to
lead the nation in scoring, and
the. E~gles to rank among the
nat10n s leaders in scoring and
three-point shooting.
Morehead averaged almost
?,000 fans in 11 home dates,. an
mcrease of almost 40 percent
from the previous season according to the athletic department.
"Sure, it's been difficult,"
said Fick. "But difficulty
doesn't mean failure. It means
we have faced a lot of adversity. We know we have a lot of
young kids."
He pointed out that Morehead has only seven scholarship players. "We have five
guys on scholarship just getting their degrees. We made a
decision to honor some scholarships for kids (not playing),
and that's something that
doesn't show up in the box

score."

The Eagles owned a combined 2.9 grade-point average
at semester break. And that,
not the team's record, has Fick
as popular as ever with the
people in Morehead.
"He really emphasizes discipline and academics," said
booster Terry Ensor, president
of Morehead National Bank.
. "The kids are either good citizens, or they don't play for
Dick. And, if they can't cut it
in the classroom, he's not interested in them on the court."
After Monday night's win
Fick may just receive th~
"Dick Fick Award" himself
this week. When the buzzer
sounded, he thrust his arms up
in the air and shouted, "Yes."
But then, he finally had something to shout about.

I
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Tennessee chancellor promises action
in wake of brawl, football player's arrest
Associated Pi'ess

KNOXVILLE - The University of Tennessee yesterday promised
a full investigation into a campus
party brawl in which a football
player allegedly fired at a policeman.

''University groups and organizations should and will be able to
assemble on campus without the
threat of violence," Chancellor Bill
Snyder said.
"We will not tolerate guns on
this campus, and we won't tolerate
violations of the law or our own
standards of student conduct"
Freshman Tim Frost, 19, was

charged with attempted murder and
several weapons violations stemming from a fight early Sunday at
Alumni Gymnasium during a fraternity party.
The Scottsdale, Ga., native was
released on $35,000 bond and faces
a Feb. 2 court appearance.
Knoxville police say an officer
responding to a call from campus
police was fired upon and returned
fire, but no one was injured. An
officer chased down Frost and recovered a pistol.
Snyder said Frost. was given
until today to "vacate his residence

hall· room."

Frost will not be permitted to
live on campus until the criminal
charges against him and "any that
might be brought through the student conduct system are cleared,"
Snyder said.
Twenty-nine football recruits
were on campus.during the weekend, one of the biggest recruiting
weekends of the year.
Snyder said the university considers the incident "extremely serious."
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FRANKFORT - State budget officials created a new
term to avoid having to declare a revenue shortfall and
subsequent budget cuts, but
the effect on spending wi!J. be
the same.
Most state agencies were
told Wednesday there would
be an "allotment deferral" in
their appropriations of 2 percent of their annual budget.
"We haven't cut the budget
yet," Cabinet Secretary Kevin
Hable said Wednesday.
The difference between a deferral and a cut is that if the
state takes in all the money is
hopes this year, then agencies
will be able to spend all their
money. If a formal budget cut
were imposed, the money
could not be spent even if tax
revenues pick up.
"I think we're trying to address the budget situation
with some thought,'' Hable
· said.
The orders from the Office
for Policy and Management
come less than a week after
Gov. Brereton Jones insisted
that a budget cut was neither
imminent nor inevitable. During a news conference last
Thursday, Jones downplayed
the problems of the state's fiscal health.
"I would not overstate the
problem as it exists right
now," Jones said then.
Jones was in Washington
Wednesday for the inauguration of President Clinton and
the orders to withhold spending originated with Hable.
A formal cut would require
the state to follow a specific
set of instructions laid out in
the budget passed by the General Assembly last year, including the spending of budget
reserves and surpluses.
There are two exceptions to
the order Wednesday.

Agenc1es
•
•
to Id not to
spen d 2o/cQ
0f budgets
THURSDAY, JANUARY 21, 1993

One is general state funding
for local schools, the SEEK
program. It is the largest single appropriation in state government, totaling more than
$1.7 billion this year out of a
General Fund budget of $4.6
billion.
Hable said another exemplion was made for the state appropriation to local prosecutors - county and commonwealth's attorneys. Hable
said Attorney General Chris
Gorman convinced him local
law enforcement would suffer
irreparably if funding was
lost.
·
Jones had said earlier he
wanted to save universities
from any budget cuts, but they
have not been spared to this
point.
Nevertheless, the chief financial officer for the Council
on Higher Education said the
plan followed by the administration has let universities
plan for potential cuts.
"! think this reserve approach is a reasonable way to
proceed," said Ken Walker.
Universities, like all state
agencies, were left to their
own devices how to cut 2 percent from their annual spending.
And like most agencies, universities chose to put off some
spending rather than make
cuts in payroll or other permanent measures. Instead, universities planned to defer
equipment purchases and construction projects, delay hiring and cut travel.
The financial crunch was
prompted by lagging receipts
for Kentucky's Generat Fund,
which grew .bY only 0.8 percent for the first six months of
the fiscal year. Growth must
be nearly 3.9 percent for the
fiscal year in order to meet
revenue needs and ensure a
balanced budget.

·

.

By Mark R. Chellgren
Associated Press

FRANKFORT - Most state
agencies were informed yesterday
of an "allotment deferral" in their
appropriations, but officials insisted
the actions were not a budget cut.
The effect, however, is much the
same. Agencies are prohibited from
spending 2 percent of their annual
budgets. The agencies had been
notified in October to prepare for
such a cut
Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable
said a deferral still holds out hope
that tax revenues will meet projections before the fiscal year ends
June 30. If there were a formal
budget cu~ agencies would not ·be
allowed to spend the money even if
it came in, he said.
•
"I think we're trying to address
the budget situation with some
though~" Hable said.
The orders from the Office for
Policy and Mapagement come -less
than a week after Gov. Brereton
Jones insisted that a budget cut was
neither imminent nor inevitable.
During a news conference last
Thursday, Jones played down the
problems of the state's fiscal health.
Jones was in Washington yesterday for the in.,uguration of Bill
Clinton and the orders to withhold
spending originated with Hable.
"We haven't cut the budget
yet," Hable said yesterday,
A formal cut would require the
state to follow a specific set of
instructions laid out in the budget
passed by the General Assembly
last year, including the spending of
budget reserves and surpluses.
There are two exceptions to
yesterday's order.
One is general state funding for
local schools.Hable said another ex-'
emption was made for the state
appropriation to local prosecutors
- county and commonwealth's attorneys. Jones had said earlier that
he wanted to save universities from
any budget cuts, but they have not
been spared to this point.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Nevertheless, the chief financial
officer for the Council· on Higher
Education said the plan followed by
the administration has let universities plan for potential cuts.
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Pikeville dorm fire causes limited damage
college activities remain on
PIKEVILLE (AP) - A fire
schedule. although residents
that hit Pikeville College's
of the dormitory had to be
only men's dormitory Wednesday night did limited damage · moved to Pikeville's Day's
Inn.
but all residents had to be
The dormitory, which conmoved to a nearby motel.
tains the school's eafeteria and
Two students who fought
most of the faculty offices, will
the fire were taken to
remain shut down a short
Pikeville Methodist Hospital
time until smoke damage can
for smoke inhalation. Chris
Kidd and William Hall were be cleaned up, "but" we'll be
able to get back into most of
treated and released.
the building real soon,"
College spokeswoman
Rasnick said.
Suzanne Rasnick said this
"We'll cordon · off the remorning that all classes and

I know everything I've got is gone.

Robert Curry
Sophomore

mainder. the first and thirti
floors where most of the damage occurred. for repair," she
said.
Pikeville Volunteer Fire Department dispatcher Lonnie
McCoy said the blaze began

around 8:30 p.m. in Wickham·
Memorial Hall, a three-story
brick building overlooking
downtown Pikeville. Officials
were not immediately able to
e?timate how much damage
was done.
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Cigarette likely cause of dorm fire
Damage to building is moderate;
some students wi 11 Iive in motel
By Allen G. Breed

PIKEVILLE - A misplaced
cigarette is the likely culprit in a
blaze that displaced 85 students at
a Pikeville College donnitory, an
official said yesterday.

a Pikeville motel yesterday and are
expected to be there about two
weeks, college spokeswoman Gerri
Kinder said.
"The students seem to be handling it real well," Kinder said.
"They're helping each other."

Wednesday night's fire caused
moderate damage to Wickham Memorial Hall, the Eastern Kentucky
school's only men's donnitory.
Donn residents who live too far
away to commute were moved into

The fire started about 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the secorid'floor
apartment of donn director Linda
Myers. Pikeville Fire Chief Tommy
Hall said yesterday that a guest in
the apartment apparently left a

Associated Press

cigarette burning while she took a
shower.

offices were undamaged.

Classes went as scheduled yes"When she came out, the fire terday, Kinder said.
was roaring," Hall said. The fire ·
No one was injured in the fire,
damage was contained to the apartment, and the second- and third- although two students who helped
floor hallways of the three-story battle the flames were taken to
brick building sustained only some Pikeville Methodist Hospital for
evaluations and dismissed. Kinder
heat, water and smoke damage. ·
said those students - juniors Chris
A dollar amount for the damage Kidd and William Hall - were fine
was not available last night
yesterday.
The building also contains the
school cafeteria and most of the
faculty offices. But Kinder said that
students were able to use the cafeteria yesterday, and that most of the

Most of the school's basketball
players live in the dorm. but were
away Wednesday for a game at
Lindsey Wilson College.. Myers was
traveling with the teain.

The parents of Kidd, 20, a Hall, a junior and the dorm's
junior. stood anxiously in the
resident adviser, Stanley said.
cold waiting for their son to
Stanley said the two comleave the building. Kidd's faplained of headaches.
ther. Miles. said their son apRobert Curry, a sophomore,
parently volunteered to work
said the blaze began in the
a hose to help extinguish the dorm director's apartment on
blaze.
the second floor. across the
"We can't get him down
hall from his room. He said
here," said Miles Kidd, as he the director, Linda Myers, was
scanned the windows on the away with the basketball team
second floor, where his son's at a game at Lindsey Wilson
room was. The younger Kidd, I College.
who has asthma, went to the
"I know everything I've got
hospital for tests along with is gone," said Curry. He said
most of the men's basketball
team were among the dorm's
87 residents.
Jody Johnson, 18, a freshman, said he, Kidd, Hall and
another student helped firefighters roll out hoses and
open windows. Johnson said
he a_nd the others initially
tried to douse the blaze with
fire extinguishers.
"I thought about my stuff,"
said Johnson, who lives five
doors down from where the
blaze began. "But I was worried about the people. You can
replace the stuff."
Rasnick said the college
beefed up security after the
fire by calling in help from
Pikeville police. "The boys
were worried about their
books and personal belongings
still left in the dorm."
senior
news writer for The Daily
Independent, contributed
information to this story.
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Ivy League faculty office
still resemble all-male clu s
By Anthony DePalma
New York Times News Service

Phoebe S. Leboy did not set out
to change the academic world when
she joined the faculty of the University of Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine in 1967. She was a
young scientist eager to become a
full professor of biochemistry because it was one measure of
achievement in her field, even if it
was a position no woman had held
at the school.
Today, Leboy is chainnan of
the dental school's department of
biochemistry, has been a faculty
member for a quarter of a century
and is the only female professor the
dental school has had.
Eight other women are on the
51-member faculty of the school,
but none is a full professor. "I
would like some company," Leboy
said.
After more than two decades in
which the nation's most prestigious
universities have pledged to overcome the shortage of women on
their faculties, Leboy's experience
is far from unusual.
In the Ivy League - an elite
group of eight universities, including Harvard and Yale, that presumably can have their pick of the most
talented candidates women
make up 7 percent to 13 percent of
professors, excluding those in the
medical schools. Many departments
do not have one female full professor.
Inequity continues after women
are hired. In general, women at
every step of the tenure ladder still
earn less than men, sometimes substantially less.
Minorities are also not represented in anything like their numbers in the classroom - about 11
percent of the faculty members
nationwide are minorities compared
with 19 percent of all students in
higher education, according to the
National Center for Education Sta•
ti.sties.
The outlook for hiring more
women has been dimmed by university budget crises and competing demands to hire faculty members from under-represented racial

and ethnic groups.
The Ivy League is not alone in
its lack of female professors. Although women make up more than
half of all college students, they
make up just Z7.6 percent of faculty
members.
And that figure is misleading.

The more prestigious the institution, the fewer women there are.
Thus, women make up only
11.6 percent of full profL:3SOrs nationwide and have made ti eir greatest inroads at community colleges,
where the pay is lowest Women
hold 38 percent of all faculty positions in those colleges.
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3 nominated
as regents
at Eastern
Herald-Leader staff report

The Higher Education Nomjnating Committee yesterday nominated a heart surgeon, a retired university professor and a lawyer to fill a
vacant spot on Eastern Kentucky
University's board of regents.
Gov. Brereton Jones is expected
to choose one of the three candidates in the next few weeks.
The new regent will replace Dr.
Rodney T. Gross Jr., 71, a longtime
Carter County veterinarian who
died Dec. 21 of complications from
cancer. Gross was vice chairman of
EKU's board of regents.
The nominees are: Dr. William
DeVries Democrat, a well-known
Louisvilie heart surgeon; Marcia
Milby Ridings, Republican, a London lawyer; and Malvin Earl Moore
Jr., Democrat, a retired Southern
Illinois University professor who
lives in Louisville.
The committee was created by
the 1992 General Assembly after
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson named
himself a University of Kentucky
trustee in the waning days of his
administration, angering many legislators and education leaders.
Under the new law, university
boards must have at least the same
proportion of minorities as the
state's population. Boards also must
reflect political registration, meaning Democrats outnumber Republicans more than 2 to 1.

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Berea gets
tentative OK
on college
complex
By Valarie Honeycutt
Herald-Leader staff writer

BEREA - The largest building
project ever undertaken in ~ea a $10 million athletic, academic and
performing arts complex - was
tentatively approved yesterday by
Berea College trustees.
The project involves renovating
the campus' Seabury Gymnasium
and building a 64,000-square-foot
addition.
The auditorium would seat
2 800 for school and culhtral events
~d 2,000 for basketball games.
"The city has not done anything
on that scale," said Berea Mayor
Clifford Kerby. "It just improves the
all-around lifestyle of people in
Berea."
Final approval for the 102,000square-foot complex is contingent
on successful fund-raising efforts,
Berea College President John B.
Stephenson said. .
.
Ground will not be broken unbl
at least half of the money is collected or pledged.
Nearly $1 million has been
raised, said Ann Ford, a spokeswoman for the college.
Once approved, construction
would take 22 months.
Berea students are required to
'attend 20 cultural events - called
convocations - each year.
For the first time, the college
would have a central site for convocations, physical education_~asses
and athletic events, Ford said.
Plans for the complex include a
"wellness" center, an exercise/perfonnance laboratory, a six-lane
swimming pool, classrooms, a running track and a racquetball court.
A 175-car parking lot is also
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~ick coaches Morehead in how to handle adversity
, DAVE KOERNER
aff Writer
MOREHEAD, Ky. - A few weeks
;o, when his basketball team stood 0Morehead State coach Dick Fick reted a don't-give-up story to his play-

s.
He told them about a brilliant relief
tcher at Lewis University in Illinois in
e '70s, a cocky sophomore who had
rrendered a ninth-inning home run
at prevented Lewis from reaching the
tj.A World Series.
The kid ran toward center field after
e game and climbed the fence in
,pes of bringing back the ball. Finally,
s manager forced him to board the
am bus. Then when the kid got home,
: ran away, driving about 700 miles
:fore turning around in Atlanta and
:acting back to Illinois, vowing to
)rk harder.
Arid the kid stuck to his word - and
tched Lewis to World Series titles the
:xt two years.
"I learned the hard way," Fick said.
tried to escape, but you can't run
vay from your problems. That only
akes it worse.
"What these kids are going through
is one of the toughest things to do
life: how to handle adversity. When
e start winning, this year or next or
e following year, they'll never let go
· it, because they'll never want that
nking feeling again."
Morehead won its first game of the
·ason Monday, whipping Ohio Valley
)nference rival Austin Peay 79-58 to
td an 0-12 start. For two wee.k s the
1gles had been ranked 300th and last
nong NCAA Division I teams in the
1mpµterized Sagarin Ratings.
They had lost five games by 30
>ints or more, including a 68-point
1ellacking at Michigan State to open
e season and a 66-point home loss to

,w

.
Wnght State. They had lost at home to
an NAIA te8!11. ~nion), and ~ey ~ost
lost an exhibition game, ~hich_ is unheard of now that the SoVIet Uruon has
~roken up. It took Moreh~ad two over
times to hold off Costa Rica 118-110.
~fo~head has made only 37 percent
of 1~s field-goal attempts to 51 percen~
for its opponents. The Eagles also ~
being. ~utrebounded 45-36 and are
comllllttin
_ g nearly 20 _turnovers ~
fi
th th
:J
game, ve more , an_ err opponent~.
B_ut Morehead s vict:ory boost~ 1~
mto 299th place this week with ~
53.24 rating, ahead of Texas' Prairi~
View ~ (50.00)_. And the Eagles,
who will play torught at Southeast
Missouri and Monday at defending
OVC champion Murray State, are
close to passing three more teams:
B th
Cookman (53 .77). ' Army
e . une(55.74) and St. Francis, N.Y.
<56.48). .
The ra.tings generally are not
n
ed
M h d
we -receiv
among
ore ea
players.
John Brannen, a freshman forward from Newport Central Catholie, said be stopped looking at them
a month ago.
Kelly Wells, a sophomore guard..forward from Rowan County High
School, contends: "Thei:e's no way
th
tt
th
we were e wors earn m e country." '
Senior center Doug Bentz said
the team "wasn't very good" in midDecember but questions whether it
should have been ranked 300th.
Fick said he never dwelled on the
ratings, largely because the computer has selective vision.
"The computer doesn't see that
29
we were ahead of Kentucky 30or were ahead of Michigan State 2116 or had a 17-point lead over Maryland-Eastern Shore," Fick said.

Besides keeping Ballard on a grant
2,325 spectators and four times had
in-aid, ht- "t11i.,t·d scholarships fo
The computer showed that we
weeks, with the effort and work less than 1 000
three otru:i !.>rmer players: guan
took some ~ts. Now if you had a
ethic the way it was, we, kn~w a vieFans began· loving Fick. They
Patrick Tubbs. ; .,) center Davi<
co~puter rating for t~e worst team
tory had to come. I don t ~nk a!'}Y· liked his sideline antics, his positive
Derozier and forward Todd Geyer
at times, OK. Sometimes we were
body doubted that; I don t think outlook and his high-octane offense
All but Ge,r~r we:e brought in b1
very, very bad. Bu~ we ,?-15° were
co~ch Fie~ w?ul~ have allow~d t?at. In time there were Dick Fick look:
Fick's predecessor, Tommy Gaither
very, very good at times.
But this is Just the begmrung. alik 00 tests and he became a
Tubbs u s,:,j up his eligibility bu
And through those times - good
Coach Fick reinforced that fact after pop~lar ~peaker A school-record
hasn't compieted his degree. Geye1
and bad - Fick has maintained his
the game, that this was only one 500 season ticke~ were sold for this
keen sense of humor. He still initiwin and we need to establish a win- season.
Y anted more pla)ing time and lef
ates conversations with reporters
ning program."
t' .e team. And Fick didn't feel tha1
during games, and occasionally he'll Fick said he expected three to five 1 An example of Fick's popularity
Derozier w~.:, a Division I player.
'
came when he wanted to be alone
elicit a laugh from the crowd, as he
wins at this point but that he's more following a two-point home loss to
Morehead h,is 13 players, but tha1
did at Middle Tennessee recently
concerned in the overall program Murray. He skipped all postgame
total includes six freshmen and twc
when the shot clock malfunctioned.
than the current record.
sophomores. Three are walk-ons
He pulled a $5 bill out of his
"I knew there was a real credibil- interviews, including his radio
Until the squad becomes more sea1
pocket. handed it to the public-adity problem on campus with the show, slipped out the back door of soned, Fick usually will rely on onl)
dress announcer and said "Here's
basketball team· it didn't take a de- the gym and started to walk the seven players a game.
the start of the fund to b~y a new
tective to figure that out " said Fick, three miles to his home in 40-degree
Fick said he could have brough1
clock."
who came to Morehead' last season temperatures.
his young team along slowly. In•
Fick also has raeaned a couple
after serving as an assistant at I About halfway there, along a dark stead, he scheduled the likes ol
c
·h
, Ou kid
·
stretch of highway through the
pieces of positive allout from being
re1g ton. ' r
s are staying mountains, a car pulled over and Kentucky, Michigan State - and
ranked last in the country.
out of trouble. This team had a 2.8
Wright State and stuck by his com"Two of the toul!'hest aspects of
grade-point ave.rage the first semes- three men stepped out. Fick feared plicated monon offense.
coaching are recruiting and sched- , ter, and_ three kids had a 4.0. I know for his life, but the men pulled out a
"I wanted to see what they could
th d dn' d
1
f ood camera instead and snapped pieuling," Fick said. "But everybody
a~ I t. ? us a ot o g
tures of themselves with the coach. or couldn't do," Fick said. "So
wants to play us because they think
against Michigan State, but our
blame me for the scores.
they can beat us, and everybody
credibility is better."
"They might not want to take a
"A motion offense is the toughest
thinks they can play for us.
Terry Ensor, a memt?er of the Ea- • picture now," Fick said, laughing.
thing in the world to teach young
"And I want to schedule every
gle Athletic Fund advisory board
~ season's spark left fans kids, because you don't give them a
team that calls because of what
and president of Morehead National wa~ting more fro'? M~rehead, pattern. You teach them how to get
they're thinking right now. I'd
Bank, said Fick has not lost any which . has endu_red. five losing s~a- open, how to read defenses. And for
schedule 50 games if they'd let me."
support among community and ~ons smce winrung its last OVC tttle a while they're going to look like
Despite the poor start and 300th
sch,001 _leaders.
m 1983-84. But Morehead lost four you know what."
1 I think
I
d
d h
starters, including forward Brett
ranking, morale has remained up. peop e un erstan w at Roberts, who led the nation in scorBentz said he is encouraged by
beat in practice.
he is doing. His heart's in the right
the progress.
st
"I've never been able to accept
place,". ~nsor said. "The kids ar~ ing {2B.l), so Fick usually arts ,
"The team is getting better and
losing very well. I hate it with a pasgood citizens and strong academ1- three freshmen a nd a sophomore.
better," he said. "Within a year or
sion " said freshman guard Marty
cally. I don't know why anybody
Other obstacles surfaced in Notwo it should be a very good team
Clin~, who led University Heights to ' wouldn't be supportive of him."
vember. Wells , a transfer from Tul- maybe the top 50 or 60 in the
st
last season's Kentucky high school
Fick guided his first Morehead sa and a prospective arter, devel- country and at the top of the OVC."
championship.
team to a 14-15 overall record and a oped assorted knee injuries and was
Naturally the locker room rocked
6-8 mark in the OVC.
sidelined nine weeks. Martez (Mo)
with excitement following the AusAt the same time, Morehead's Ballard, a starting junior forwaro· k
h·
J hns
f
guard from Louisville, developed a
tin Peay game, until Fie . put t ings
o
on Arena became one o the mysterious respiratory problem and
in perspective.
more hostile gyms in the conference
all
"It was a Jong time coming and
as the Eagles' average attendance has given up basketb ·
ended a lot of frustration," Brannen
increased to 3,219. Just two years
Also Fick has, in effect, waived
CAiti "Ru t in th.. IAct tu,n nr thn>j)
j)Arli ..r
Mnn>h ..Ati AVPM>O'<>ti nnlv
four scholarships for this season.
..

1

I

I
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Lawmaker wants academic rules
added to Indiana grant program
& sociated Press
INDIANAPOLIS - A Northern
Indiana lawmaker is calling for academic requirement:; ·o b~ added to
Gov. Evan Bayh's scholarship program for needy students.
In his 1990 State of the State address, Bayh said the state would pay
full tuition to any state university or
Indiana Vocational Technical College for eighth-graders who pledge
to stay away from drugs, alcohol
and crime and apply for financial
aid in their senior year in high
school. There was no mention of a
grade-point requirement.
But Rep. B. Patrick Bauer, DSouth Bend, said either a bill or an
amendment will be filed to attach
conditions to the scholarship program requiring drug testing of participants and a grade average above
C during high school.
"There have to be some assur-

ances that these kids are, in fact,
drug-free and they are, in fact,
scholars," Bauer said. He said the
details of his plans aren't final yet,
including whether the conditions
would apply to students already in
the program.
But another senator said the
grade requirement might cut out potentially good students. Sen. Earline
S. Rogers, O-Gary, said the scholarship program is popular in the Gary
schools, where many children come
from poor homes.
"I think it's one that we cannot
backpedal on," Rogers said. "I
think when you talk of a B average,
you're putting this out of the reach
of many of your average students,
many of whom ultimately do well in
college."
Clyde Ingle, commissioner of the
Indiana Commission for Higher
Education, said 5,700 eighth-grade
students signed up in the 1990-91

school year, 6,300 signed up in
1991-92 and as many as 6,500 may
enroll this year.
There has been criticism that
state leaders want to impose restrictions on the program to save money
since the time to pay the tuition of
the first group of students is nearing. But Bayh spokesman Fred Nation said the administration hasn't
backed off its commitment to the
21st Century Scholars Program. _
"It would be inconceivable to me
to imagine that this administratio~
would not carry out our commitment to the program," Nation said.
He said the Bayh administration
supports a $483,000 budget item for
the coming fiscal year for the ·21st
Century Scholars to support ,students as they prepare for post,sec•
ondary education.
The program is estimated to cost
an estimated $20 million to $30 million per year when implemented.
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WKU approves capital-improvement plan
BOWLING GREEN - The Western Kentucky University Board
of Regents approved a six-year, $140.4 million capital-improvement
plan yesterday as regents also braced for a 2 percent cut in state
funding.
Western President Thomas Meredith informed the board's
finance committee that state officials have indicated the school will
have to go ahead with the plan to cut $908,300 from the university's
1992-93 budget.
Western developed a plan that included saving $608,000 by
freezing selected vacant positions - including up to eight faculty
positions - and canceling plans to buy $100,000 worth of
instructional equipment.
The rest was to come from savings in health insurance and
retirement expenses.
The capital-improvement plan includes $29.4 million for a health
and technology building in 1995. Other projects include $15 million
for library expansion and renovation, $13 million for the renovation
of Academic Athletic Building No. 1, $12.3 million for renovation and
expansion of the Kentucky Building, and $9 million for renovation of
the Glasgow campus.
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Lessening emphasis
on college sports
won't be beneficial
I read with interest and some dismay 1
Billy Reed's Jan. 15 column about the 1993.
NCAA convention. It is a continuing irony,
that the university is the main forum for •
the highest level of amateur athletics.
The conflicts are self-evident An envi; 1
ronment that places emphasis on intellectual accomplishment finds itself responsible for regulating an endeavor that
celebrates physical dominance. But it is a
fact of life that these sports are in !IDIDY
ways the major link between a school and
its public.
.
While it is understandable that this is .1
a point of continued consternation for 1
those who want their university to be
appreciated for its · primary mission of
education and professional achievenient, it
does not follow that de-emphasizing men's
basketball and football benefits anyone. It
penalizes both the public that loves the :
sports and those who participate.
1
ff the NCAA wants to deal with .
discrimination, let it consider the plight of \
the young athlete who, for any combination of factors, is unable to meet strict i
academic requirements for college admis- ,
sion. Since the university is virtiially the
. only venue that allows him to p~e his
skills in these sports, the opportunity to
perform at a higher level of excellence is
denied.
A university, particularly a . public I
institution, should try to meet the needs of
all its people. That's pretty much what the ,
word means.
·.
I
.AJ. ALEXANDER,
Lexington

I

I

HUNTINGTON, 'W.Va:--cAP)
-:, 'A woman· 'io.enlitiea 'by. a
college '11ewsp'aper"aftei:"§he accused a ·ma·n "'of•· rapih'g · her
took little comfort' in'· the new
editor·s decision~to·stop printing the names of rape victims.
, t'.fhe !)Olicy Pim stilt change
on ·a· semester-to-semester
oasis:·
'¼'qm'a.n .~iiHl.~i·If a
woinan 'is'::rapeg 'and,jhe's
aliout t('ca)(the. poljce, will
she hav~_.to .,ta~e. hm,l!.,to ·stop
ai1d think. 'Who· is The Parthenon editor this semester?"'
· She~ ,repoi:ti\d '!J.er .rape to
Huntingtori'city•·police in September. a,11d · Mai'shall .Dniversity's .s.tudent newspaper, The
Parthenon. printed her name
under a policy adopted last

ihe

. fall. ,.;

,{"

~~

..

I

,
'

I

i
:
.
1

I

Most· news organizations, including The· Associated Press,
withhold alleged victims' .
names in rape cases out of pri- :
. .. ..J '
'
vacy concerns._ ..•. ___
. Last. weel\.,:.Parthenon Editor
Greg Collard overruled the
paper's editorial hoard and re:
versed the policy for the
spring semester..
"This (controversy) would
have been· a headline every
day... Collard said. "I !fon't
· think that would he in the
newspaper's best interest."
Kevin Melrose. the editor
last semester. had said the
identification policy was designed to he fair to both accused and accuser. and to help
remove the stigma associated
with rape.
. -fhe- policy spai'kect protest.
when the editorial board insti-

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

-fated it. .Oppcments ... said- .P.JAb; iishing the miines would deter
· reporting of sex crimes.
·· "I'm relieved for the young
·women.. .-....
but«,,there
who•'would
.·- ·t ·-·'
,,_, . ,_,.-1:·
be spared_Jqe Indignity· of hav-in'g _their-' names· ih _print,"
Marshall President J. Wade:
Gilley said in lauding Collard's decision.''·
·.
Donnalee Cockrille, director
of Marshall's·Women's Center,
said she expects 'the" issue to I
resurface each .semester when·
a new editor takes charge.
\
. "Before, we _could always as-.
sure (victims) that their name
would not appear in· the
media," Cockrille said. "Now,
\ve can't." - ·- ---- -~-- - ··
·1
Harold C. Shaver, director of
the .Marshall journalism·
. school, also believes the issue
is far from dead. He said
courts have upheld the news
media's right to publish rape
victims' names.
·
"All we can do is give advice. It's still their decision,"
Shaver said of the student editors.
Sgt. Alan Meek, a spokesman for the Huntington Police 1
Department, said unless Collard'.s decision is made· permanent, the issue will 'hamper
police attempts to investigate
sexual assaults.
"If it causes· a problem for
the victim, then it causes a
problem for us," Meek said.
"It makes the victim uncomfortable and it makes them reluctant to come forward. If
one person refrains from reporting a rape as a result of
this, then it's a tragedy."
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Erosion of support for KERA
continues, UK survey finds
'

By Dottle Bean

UK survey results

H8rald•leader education writer

Strong support for the Ken•
tucky Education Reform Act appears to have continued to erode
this year, with more Kentuckians
taking a wait-and-see attitude, according to a recent· statewide survey.
Only 18.9 percent of people
interviewed during the fall said
they strongly approve of KERA,
compared with 'l!iJ.7 percent during
the fall of 1991. The survey was
taken Nov: 16-Dec. 4 by the University of Kentucky's Survey Research
Center.
At the same time, the percentage of respondents answering
"don't know'' when asked about
approval or disapproval increased
from 21.2 percent to 30.7 percent.
The percentage of people answering "don't know'' when asked
whether their local school systems
could make good use of increased
dollars resulting from KERA has
almost doubled - 10.1 percent in
fall 1992, up from 5.2 percent in fall
1991.
'11 appears to me that people
are being cautious in their opinions
about KERA until they know what
is going on," said Mark Berger, a
UK economics professor who has

1991
29.7

Strongly support KERA

1992
18.9

Don 'I approve of KERA

16.1

18.1

Don't know

21.2

30.7

helped analyze the statistics.
"Both questions taken together
show that people are taking a waitand-see attitude."
1n the 1992 survey, KERA still
elicited overall approval from a
slight majority of the respondents:
51.1 percent strongly approved or
somewhat approved. But the support was significantly less than that
a year ago when 62.2 percent
strongly or somewhat approved.
The good news for KERA. however, is that strong approval has
eroded only slightly - 1.3 percentage points to 18.9 percent - from
spring 1992, when it fell from 'l!iJ.7
percent to 20.2 percent.
Meanwhile, respondents who
said they "somewhat disapproved"
or "strongly disapproved" also declined from 20.2 percent in spring
1992 to 18.1 percent in fall 1992.
But the 18.1 percent was still a
slight i n ~ over the 16.1 percent
who indicated overall disapproval

in fall 1991.
In the survey, 647 Kentuckians
were interviewed by telephone, with
the numbers dialed randomly. The
survey had a 4-percentage-point
margin of error and a 95 percent
confidence level, according to the
survey center.
Other results included:
• George Bush was rated about
average compared with other U.S.
presidents by 50.9 percent of the
respondents.
• Slightly over 61 percent said
they were satisfied with President
Clinton's victory.
• Gov. Brereton Jones received
an average rating from 65.5 percent
• About 40 percent ranked unemployment as the most serious
problem facing Kentucky.
• Almost 8 percent said they
had been the subject of sexual
discrimination, while almost 10 percent said ·they had been sexually
harassed.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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U ofLto get
a life-sized
sculpture of
its Cardinal
By NINA WALFOORT

Staff Writer
The fortunes of the University
of Louisville Cardinals may ebb
and flow with the seasons, but the
Louisville Cardinal mascot is
about to achieve immortality.
A life-sized replica of eveiy
jock's feathered friend - all 6 feet
and 300 pounds of him - will
soon grace the entrance of U of
L's Student Activities Center. The
statue, under construction, should
be in place by graduation.
Mike Pollio, associate athletic
director, likened the sculpture to
the replica of Auguste Rodin's
"The Thinker'' that marks the entrance to the administration building.
"Just like 'The Thinker' is the
academic statue on the campus,
we wanted one that sort of symbolized athletics," he said.
The idea was hatched by Athletic Director Bill Olsen. He floated
the concept to potential donors,
and real estate mogul Lewis "Sonny" Bass agreed to fund it for between $25,000 and $40,000. Local
sculptor Barney Bright was commissioned.
Finally, there was the question
of a pose. "There were several
opinions about whether it should
be a fighting bird or a bird •••
doing the 'C' in the C-A-R-D-S
cheer," Pollio said. "We settled on
the idea of a friendly, welcoming
bird."
.
The statue ·won't be Cardinal
red and fluffy; it will be bronze
and durable.
"As far as an outdoor sculpture,
a sculpture that is going to be approachable, with people possibly
even climbing on him, there is no
better medium," said Raymond
Graf, the bird's actual sculptor

,

STAFF PHOTO BY JAMES H. WAllACE

Raymond Grat knelt yesterday next .to the plasUc loam moldlng
ol the University ol Louisville Cardinal mascot that he'll be
sculpUng In bronze at the Bright Foundry In Loulsvllle,

and vice president · of Bright was also dubious.
Foundiy. "It could still be here 3"When we look back on ancient
or 4,000 years from now. It might civilizations like the Egyptians,
be one of those things people are which devoted enormous amounts
going to look at and wonder of time to monumental construewhere our culture-was at."
tlon, it's easy: to see some of the
University anthropologists were reasons that 'some of those civilat a loss to speculate what an izations collapsed. They devoted
oversized Cardinal will say about • so much time and effort - money
our culture centuries from now;. in 20th centuiy terms - to things
But some were interested in what- • that were only for show, things
it says about the current priorities ., that were only symbo~c. · · ,.
of the university's donors.
"I would look upon 1t, as an ar"If people are willing to·giye for· •chaeologist, and ask what lesson
that kind of thing,--J-wish they· -'can-we learn from the past?''
would follow it up wiih things that. • , But· Pollio said the statue imwould improve educaUon," said proves quality of life by fostering
anthropology professor Edwin S. _a traditional campus atmosphere.
Segal.
''.Developing and defining the
His colleague, Robert Kelly, . campus helps the university."
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U of L stadium site

The committee concluded that
about $15 million could be raised in
lifetime seat sales. That effort will
begin soon, Chancey said.
The committee also concluded
that $1.7 million a year could be
raised by selling perhaps half the
prime seats for an annual fee. The
$1.7 million could cover more than
half the estimated $3 million a year
needed to retire a $38 million bond
issue over 20 years.
The rest of the debt could be retired through parking and concession revenues, corporate boxes, government sources and a suggested $1
surcharge on tickets for all events.
Chancey said the revenue projections are conservative because they
were done with no marketing.

chosen; fa11 support
~xists, committee says
By SHELDON SHAFER
Staff Writer
A committee planning a University of Louisville football stadium reported yesterday that a site has
been selected and that season-ticket
holders appear willing to pay the
lion's share of the estimated construction cost of $53 million.
The committee fixed the site of
the proposed 50,000-seat, open-air
stadium on about 75 acres owned
by CSX south of Parkway Field and
west of Floyd Street on both sides
of the planned Central Avenue extension to the fairgrounds.
The report said a public board
created by the legislature should
own and run the stadium and enter
into a long-term contract with
U of L as the primary tenant. The
report will go to Mayor Jerry Abramson, County Judge-Executive
Dave Armstrong and U of L President Donald Swain in early February.
Banking executive Malcolm
Chancey, who beads the committee,
said ground could be broken this
summer, with the first kickoff in fall
1995. A first big step, however, will
be to try to get about $15 million in
ticket commitments by midyear.
Those pledges are sought to lower
the required stadium bonding to
about $38 million.
U of L officials want football
Coach Howard Schnellenberger to
be at the helm if and when bis field
of dreams becomes reality. Athletic
Director Bill Olsen announced that
tJ of L is negotiating a three- to fiveyear extension of Schnellenberger's
contract, which runs through 1994.
Considering tight government
budgets, a critical question has been
whether U of L fans would pay
more for tickets - the major funding source consultants had recommended. Last year 7,337 individuals
and companies bought about 25,000
season tickets for Cardinal Stadium,
which seats about 37,000 for football. The average ticket price per
game was about $14.
The U of L Center for Urban and
Economic Research interviewed
1,042 randomly selected seasonticket holders by telephone the first
two weeks of December. Bruce
Gale, center director of survey and
evaluation research, said the margin
of error is plus or minus 2 percent.
Gale said 67 percent said they
would be willing to pay more for
tickets; 13 percent said they might.

606-783-2030

The pricing structure of seats
would be determined by U of L officials. But the committee concluded
from the survey that nearly 12,500
choice seats out of the 50,000 could
bring premium prices, either bought
for a lifetime for a one-time sum
ranging from $5,000 to $20,000, or
reserved season to season for an annual additional fee of $50 to $250.
The prime seats would be upholstered and under cover.
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WKU police uncover
record of payments
to former football aides
Associated Press

BOWLING GREEN -

A

campus police investigation uncovered questionable deposits
made to the accounts of four
former Western Kentucky University assistant football coaches
and others, a newspaper reported yesterday.
The investigation also found
that a student not associated
with the footbatl program received a football scholarship and
other benefits, the Daily News
reported.
, ln exchange, the student's
father provided free or discount•
ed motel rooms for coaches, the
newspaper reported, citing a ~2page document that was provided to a grand jury.
The only person indicted as
a result of the investigation was
former assistant food services
di.rector Howard P. Lindsey on
10 counts of theft by unlawful
taking.
The questions about deposits
for members of the coaching
staff involved Supercard accounts. Western students and
personnel use Supercards to buy
food and other services based on

the amounts they have deposited
in their card accounts.
The report said questionable
deposits of at least $100, $475,
$200 and $500 had been made to
the accounts of the former assistant football coaches. It also indicated at least $422 may have
been deposited under questionable circumstances in the Supercard account of an assistant
women's basketball coach.
The report also said· Christian Lance Volkert, a student on
partial scholarship, received
$15,912 in benefits in ~uper~d
and housing costs, not mcludmg
the ·state tuition waiver he re·ceived.
Volkert's father, Western
graduate Leon H. Volkert, .o~ates Summit Hotels. Christian
Volkert told investigators that
his family was supplying rooms,
vacations and other help m con- ·
nection with recruiting trips
whenever they were needed. He
was told he would receive free
tuition, books, food and a dormitory room but was never a
football player or manager.

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-

